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INSIDE:
Just when you thought
the Fourth of July was
over, the Murray Art
Guild opens "Red,
'White & Blue" exhibit.
Page 10

SPORTS:
Murray State names
seven-member search
committee to look for a
replacement for Steve
Newton. Page 8

TODAY
Monday, July 15
WORLI)
Hundreds of male students at a
Catholic boarding school
stormed a dormitory in an
assault that left 19 schoolgirls
dead and nearly 70 injured,
reports said today. Page 2

STATE
While there is support for the
Kentucky Education Reform
Act, many Kentuckians aren't
really sure why they support it.

SPORTS
The crack of the bat sounds like
the real thing. But the bat being
tested by Prof. Robert Collier
and his assistants on a baseball
diamond next to the Tufts University field house is new age,
one that could save trees, money
and equipment managers back
aches.Page 8

BUSINESS
Industrial production rose 0.7
percent in June, the government
said today. It was the third
straight advance and more evidence the manufacturing economy was continuing a modest
recovery. Page 2

FORECAST
Sunday, mostly sunny. High 80
to 85. Light northwest wind.
Sunday night, clearing and cooler, low about 65. Monday, mostly sunny. High in the mid-80s.

World leaders to hear
Soviets' plea for help
LONDON (AP) — Leaders of
the world's seven richest nations
today opened a summit mired in
economic disputes and were quickly challenged to help Mikhail Gorbachev save the Soviet Union from
financial ruin.
German Chancellor Helmut
Kohl, the chief advocate of a massive aid package for Moscow, told
the leaders their summit should
mark "the start of an intensive dialogue between the West and the
Soviet Union."
-It cannot be in our interests for
the Soviet Union to slip into instability," Kohl said, according to
remarks prepared for delivery. He
did not mention any amount of
financial aid.
Yet, President Bush and most of
the other leaders remain skeptical
that Gorbachev is committed to
meaningful economic and political
reforms that would merit large
infusions of Western aid.
Amid pomp and pageantry, the
leaders assembled under heavy security at Lancaster House for three
days of talks overshadowed by
anticipation of a personal appeal
from Gorbachev on Wednesday for
support.

British Prime Minister John
Major, the summit host, greeted
each leader on a red carpet as they
arrived one by one in limousines.
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl
arrived first at the 19th Century
mansion in central London, followed by President Bush.
The first order of business was
posing for the so-called class picture that traditionally opens every
summit
Gorbachev's request for Western
support has drawn a cold reaction
from many of the leaders.
"This is not blank-check time,"
cautioned Bush, underscoring
opposition shared by Britain, Japan
and Canada to any costly, quick fix
for stabilizing Gorbachev's crumbling economy.
"There's no one here who wants
to send Mr. Gorbachev discouraged
away and there's no one here who
wants to send him away with a big
fat check," British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said.
Hurd, interviewed today on
ABC's "Good Morning America,"
said Gorbachev must implement an
economic reform plan before the
West provides anything beyond
technical aid.
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Three Hazel juveniles were apprehended and charged with first degree criminal mischief and
second
degree desecration of venerated objects Friday after they reported tipped over 70 tombstones in the Hazel
Cemetery, according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. Several vases, pictured
above, were also broken. The a nd al ism reported occurred Wednesday night.

One issue remains unsolved in US-Soviet pact
WASHINGTON (AP) — American and Soviet experts are
taking a final stab at overcoming one final obstacle to a landmark nuclear arms reduction treaty. President Bush said today
he was encouraged_buL that the remaining dispute was an
important one.
The two sides almost completed a Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty slashing by 30 percent their long-range bombers,
submarines and nuclear missiles. But they fell slightly short
Sunday.
"The long journey of nine years is coming really to an
end," Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander Bessmertnykh said
at the conclusion of four days of talks with Secretary of State
James A. Baker III and teams of physicists, engineers and
military officers from both countries.
Bessmertnykh, with Baker at his side, told reporters that
there remains "one very technical aspect of a problem to deal
with and 1 hope we will finish it soon."

Negotiating teams were meeting today in Geneva, without
Baker and Bessmertnykh, in an effort to work out the remaining obstacle.
The two likely will take up the issue again in London on
Wednesday, while Bush and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
hold informal talks following a seven-nation economic
summit
Bush, in London for the summit, said today that he had
talked at length with Baker about the pace of the negotiations.
"It's encouraging — one point remaining but an important
one," he said.
Asked if the obstacles could be overcome in time for a July
summit with Gorbachev, he said, "I think we're going to be
talking about it — the experts are going to be talking about it
— before I see President Gorbachev here."
National security adviser Brent Scowcroft said today that
Bush would not agree to a summit unless every final detail

had been worked out. "Both sides have said that vihen_they
meet they would like to have a START treaty to sign," he
said on NBC.
Baker said Sunday that the United States refuses to be
rushed into accepting an arms pact.
The treaty "deals with the strategic balance of the next 15
to 20 years and we're determined to get it right," Baker said.
,Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater told reporters in
London that Bush was "obviously encouraged that they made
as much progress as they have." But he repeated the administration's position that a summer summit between Bush and
Gorbachev will not be held without a completed agreement.
Analysts here differed on whether the remaining issue was
really substantive or was minor but was being left unresolved
to give Bush and Gorbachev a significant achievement to
announce in London.

Iraq delivers new, complete list of nuclear facilities
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — On a
day President Bush and French
President Francois Mitterrand
hinted that Iraq had better tell all
or face attack, Iraq released a new,
more extensive list describing its
nuclear program.
Sources close to a U.N. team
that has been trying to get a complete picture of the Iraqi program

said the list, which the Baghdad
provided Sunday, was the most
detailed yet offered.
But the head of the 37-member
U.N. team would not say whether
the list satisfied all demands made
by the United Nations in the ceasefire agreement that ended the Persian Gulf War.
Iraq has been under strong pres-

Different strokes

sure to meet the U.N. demands —
both to win an easing of crippling
economic sanctions and to avoid a
threatened military strike.
Today, Britain joined France and
the United States in saying it was
prepared to use force to stop Iraq
from acquiring nuclear weapons.
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd said in London the

1-800-756-4A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS

Group of Seven leading industrial
nations all agreed "that one way or
another we are going to prevent
Iraq becoming another nuclear
power."
Asked in an interview with Britain's Independent Television Network, "Even if that means providing forces?" Hurd replied, "Yes."
Under terms of the cease-fire

because of its dormitory -style
design, said Corrections Department spokesman Brain Fairchild.
"We very seldom have any
problems back there in the first
place," said Nic Howell, another
department spokesman.
Howell saidmost of the 194
inmates in the cellblock did not
participate in the hostage-taking
and many were allowed to leave
during the standoff.
"I don't have the numbers, but I

Aide, Common Cause chair
debate campaign financing
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Ism° Mercado applies a coat of white paint to the side of a Bel-Air
Shopping Center building during cooler early-morning weather Monday morning.

resolution. Iraq must disclose all its
nuclear, chemical and biological
weaponry and cooperate in their
destruction.
Baghdad has repeatedly been
accused of submitting incomplete
lists and playing hide-and-seek
with U.N. inspectors.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Guards held hostage in Joliet unrest
JOLIET, Ill. (AP) — Inmates in
a cellblock for well-behaved prisoners held three guards hostage for
21/4 hours in a second night of violence at Stateville Correctional
Center.
The rest of the prison's about
2,000 inmates were under lockdown Sunday because of a disturbance Saturday that left one inmate
dead and three guards wounded.
It was not possible to lockdown
inmates in the honor cellblock

POLLEN/MOLD

Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday, 8 am.-noon Saturday.

Topsy turvy

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
"By having public financing of
chairman of a consumer advocacy elections, it will increase participagroup says public financing now
tion of the general public and
used for presidential elections increase the competition of elecshould be extended to congression- tions, and that is vital to a selfal and state election campaigns to governing people," Beliles said.
eliminate the influence of political
"This system does work. This
action committees.
system can take the 'For Sale' sign
Richard Bellies, chairman of off our state government."
Common Cause of Kentucky, said
However. Law argued that the
public financing of elections is the presidential election is not a good
"overriding ethical issue of our indicator of the success of public
time." He participated in 'a debate financing.
Saturday with Richard Law, chief
'The problem we've seen in the
of staff for Sen. Mitch McConnell, presidential system is the taxpayR-Ky.
ers' money does not replace the
Political action comminees. or special 'interest money," he said.
PACS, arc commonly formed by "All it has done is expanded the
special interest groups which con- politicians' purse.
tribute to election campaigns —
"The Constitution and the
then often pressure politicians for Supreme Court have said you canfavors in return. Belilcs said.
not limit how much is spent i a
PAC money in the publicly campaign to propagate a. candifinanced presidential election is date's ideas," Law said.
less than 2 percent, he said.
Candidates' spending for camIncreasing the SI income tax paigns isn't out of control comcheckoff for presidential campaign pared to the first presidential eleccontributions to $3 would allow tion in 1789, according to Law.
public financing of congressional
elections.
•(CNi' Oil page 2)
•

think when we finally come down
to it it'll probably be very few," he
said.
It was not known if the inmates
were armed, Howell said.
One guard was taken to a hospital with what appeared to be minor
injuries, Fairchild said.
Inmates in a locked-down area
set fire to newspapers, toilet paper
and trash, but the fire was quickly
extinguished, he said.

Ex-Klan leader
Duke supports
nomination of
Clarence Thomas
VIDALIA, La. (AP) — State
Rep. David Duke, a former Ku
Klux Klan leader, supports President Bush's nomination of
Clarence Thomas to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
"If he's for real and if he
believes what he says, 1 think he
would make a great Supreme
Court justice," Duke, R-.
Metairie, said Saturday.
Thomas, a black nominated to
replace retiring Justice Thurgood Marshall, was head of the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission during the Reagan
administration. He has criticized
affirmative action and critics
claim he let more than 13,000
age-discrimination suits lapse
during his seven-year tenure..
"He has the very same views 1
haye on welfare reform." said
Duke. "He tends to be for more
civil liberties but at the same
time conservative on things like
affirmative action."
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Industrial production rose .7 percent in June
eriir

WASHINGTON (AP) — Industrial production rose 0.7 percent in June,
the government said today. It was the third straight advance and more
evidence the manufacturing economy was continuing a modest recovery.
The Federal Reserve report also showed output during the previous two
months even stronger than first thought. After six consecutive declines,
industrial production perked up a revised 0.5 in April, rather than the 0.3
percent originally reported, and 0.7 percent in May rather than 0.5
percent.
In June, output of motor vehicles, goods for the home, construction
supplies and materials increased significantly," the report said.
Other evidence of a resurgent industrial sector came earlier this month
from the National Association of Purchasing Management. It said its
widely followed business activity index soared above 50 percent, the
point at which the association says the manufacturing economy generally
begins to expand.
Still, the Labor Department reported the manufacturing sector, which
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(Cont'd from page 1)
George Washington "distributed
11
/
2 quarts of liquor per voter," he
said. "In 1990, we spent the financial equivalent of a six-pack of
beer per voter.
"There has been a huge outcry
of how much money is being spent
for campaign elections. But we

spend less money than advertising
for hamburgers, advertising for
soda pop or advertising for dog
food in this country."
Common Cause, a national nonprofit, non-partisan citizens' lobby
working for changes in campaign
financing, sponsored the debate in
the Jefferson County Courthouse.

Iraq delivers new...

Daily Monday - Frida

N1-1: 9
1-1% 641 N.

has been in a slide for much of the last two years, lost another 60,000
jobs in June.
But analysts consider employment to be a lagging indicator, and expect
factory payrolls to grow as demand increases. Factory orders jumped 2.9
percent in May for their second straight advance.
And in another report, the Commerce Department said business inventories shrank 0.5 percent in May, to a seasonally adjusted $812.5 billion.
It was the fourth straight decline and, analysts say, a signal that production could pick up as soon as demand increases.
The report also contained a suggestion that demand may be on the rise.
Business sales, it said, were up 1.0 percent to a seasonally adjusted
$536.4 billion. That followed a revised 1.5 percent gain in April.
"Among consumer goods," the June Fed report said, "production of
motor vehicles posted another sizable increase; output of other durables,
which includes appliances, furniture and carpeting, also rose noticeably
far the fourth successive month:"
"By contrast, output of non-durable consumer goods excluding residential utilities has risen only slightly in recent months," it continued.
"Production of business equipment other than motor vehicles, which
declined over the fall and winter months, rose a bit in April and was
unchanged in both May and June. Production of construction supplies
advanced substantially in June, after appreciable gains in April and May
... output of steel, textiles and paper increased sharply," it said.
Production at manufacturing plants making both durable and nondurable goods rose 0.7 percent after gains of 0.5 percent in May and 0.7
percent in April.

Aide, Common Cause...

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Ship Weekly & Save mone
a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. sun

News of the world

(Cont'd from page 1)
U.N. team leader Dimitri Perricos said the latest Iraqi list provides information in all areas
requested: research and development in the field of uranium.
enrichment; manufacture and production of uranium; storage and
burial; and the use of nuclear

UPS
1-5 p.m.
753-2380

\A

,material.
He was expected to report to the
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna and the United
Nations in New York today, when
the Security Council was to hear an
assessment by U.N. officials of
Iraq's nuclear declarations.
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to look into
Wilkinson hirings
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Hi, I'm
Dr. Dennis L.
Heskett, D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know,that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most.
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training -and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
J Headaches
U Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
_1 Arthritis
0 Shoulder Pain
J Stiffness
a Bursitis
0 Ann/Leg Pain
J Numbness
_I Hip Pain
LI Cold Hands/Feet
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The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001
Whitnell Dr.. Murray. Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas already
saved by carriers: $5.00 per month, payable in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co. and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky.. and to Paris. Buchanan and Puryear,
Tenn.: 157.00 per year. By mail to other destinations: $64.50 per year.
• • • •
To reach all departments of the newspaper,
phone 753-1916.
• • • •
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Personnel Board voted
Friday to look into the hiring of
several of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's political appointees for permanent state jobs.
By beating the deadline for a
probationary period, the Wilkinson
aides could not be fired by the next
governor.
The board, which oversees the
state merit system, ordered its staff
to prepare a report on the hirings
for an Aug. 9 board meeting. It was
unclear what, if anything, the board
could do beyond that.
An investigation was requested
by James I. Terry, a Department of
Education employee who is a former chairman of the board. Five of
the board's members are appointed
by the governor, and two are
elected by state employees.
The Wilkinson aides were hired
at a time when 49 Department of
Education employees were being
fired in a -streamlining of the
agency.
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EGYPT
CAIRO — PLO chairman Vassar Arafat
stopped in Egypt today lot the first time
since the two took opposing sides in Persian Gulf crisis He was greeted at the
airport by a low-level Foreign Ministry
official Egypt fought in the allied force
that drove Iraq trom Kuwait, and the
Palestine Liberation Organization sided
with Baghdad Arafat remained aboard
his Iraqi Airways DC-10 after arriving
from Jordan, and he held talks with the
Egyptian PLO envoy before flying to
Libya

CHINA
HONG KONG — Organizers today
canceled a conference on democracy in
China after several Chinese student
activists living abroad were denied entry
into this British colony The Hong Kong
Federation of Students said 17 Chinese
student leaders from around the world
were to have attended the five-day conference that was to have begun Tuesday
The student federation, which says it has
30,000 members, said 10 Chinese students were refused permission to enter
Hong Kong and six more students were
being held up at the international airport
The federation claimed the students were
denied permission to enter Hong Kong
because the Hong Kong government
wants to avoid irritating China, which will
reclaim the territory in 1997 Officials of
China's official Xinhua News Agency,
which speaks for China in the colony,
had objected to the conference, saying
Hong Kong should not be used as a base
for anti-Chinese subversion

IRAQ
ZAKHOI — For three months, allied
troops helped resettle and protect tens of
thousands of Kurds who fled Saddam
Hussein's forces only to encounter disease and starvation in squalid border
camps Today, the last allied troops were
expected to leave northern Iraq. "There
is no deadline, other than to be out by
the 15th, and the 15th ends at midnight,"
said U.S. Mal Ron Gahagan, a spokesman at allied headquarters near the border town of Zakho. The post was nearly
deserted as American, French, British
and Dutch soldiers crossed the Habur
River into Turkey. As of this morning,
3,107 allied soldiers — 1,470 of them
Americans — were still in Iraq, including
their commander, U.S. Maj. Gen. Jay
Garner. The allies created a security
zone in northern Iraq after nearly 2 million Kurds fled to the Turkish and Iranian
borders, their post-Persian Gulf War
uprising crushed. At its peak, Operation
Provide Comfort involved 21,701 troops
from several nations — more than 13,000
of them in Iraq.

PHILIPPINES
MANILA — The United States may give
up volcano-damaged Clark Air Base but
still wants to keep a military presence in
the Philippines, chief U.S negotiator
Richard Armitage said today. As Armitage resumed talks on the future of Clark
Air Base and the Subic Bay naval base,
his negotiating partner said that the commander of U.S forces in the Pacific
recommended today that U.S troops quit
Clark The base has suffered extensive
damage from the eruption of Mount Pinatubo. Foreign Secretary Raul Manglapus
said Adm Charles Larson told President
Corazon Aquino today of his recommendation The U.S Embassy refused
comment

BANGLADESH
DHAKA — At least 31 more people have
drowned in floods in Bangladesh and
India, raising to 41 the death toll from
annual flooding in the region, officials
and news reports said today The floods
have —a.)oned more than 1 million people in northern Bangladesh and 100,000
neighboring areas of northeastern India
Officials at the Flood Control Center in
Dhaka said the Ganges, the Brahmaputra and their tributaries, fed by annual
monsoon, overflowed their banks and
inundated 10 districts Bangladesh, one
of the world's poorest countries, is periodically buffeted by natural disasters A
cyclone in April killed more than 139,000
people in the southeastern coastal region Monsoon floods occur every year
The 1988 flood, worst in the nation's
memory, submerged three-fourths of the
country and killed about 1.400 people

reports said today Some of the girls said
they were raped About 300 teen-age
boys, angered by the girls' refusal to par
ticipate in a protest against the headmaster, took part in the assault Saturday
night at the St Kizito Mixed Secondary
School near Meru, about 105 miles northeast of Nairobi, the Daily Nation newspaper said The Nairobi newspaper said
the girls who died were either trampled or
suffocated when they crammed into small
rooms or huddled in corners as the male
students used rocks to break down the
doors of their dormitory The newspaper
said 67 girls were slightly injured, and
that some said they had been sexually
assaulted It did not say how many
reported being raped

JAPAN
TOKYO — Corporate bankruptcies
soared 60 percent in the first half of the
year as real estate firms succumbed to a
credit squeeze aimed at squelching inflationary speculation, it was reported
today Teikoku Data Bank. a private credit research agency, said business failures from January through June rose
60 2 percent to 4,723 cases, the first
year-on-year increase in seven years
The amount of debt left behind in those
bankruptcies skyrocketed 394 4 percent
from the year before to $25 billion, Teikoku said It said bankruptcy debts in 1991
were certain to top the 1985 record of
$30 billion

IRAN
NICOSIA, Cyprus — Confronted with one
of the world's fastest-growing populations, Iran has decided that newborn
children will not be eligible for subsidies
and other benefits if their parents already
have three children Tehran television on
Sunday quoted Health Minister Reza
Malekzadeh as saying the new policy will
take effect a year from now He said tl.e
government does not approve of abortions But he said several reasonably
priced or tree contraceptive methods are
widely available Iran's Islamic government banned contraceptives soon after
the 1979 revolution During the 1980-88
war with Iraq, Iranians were encouraged
to have more children and were given
extra food rations as incentives But
alarmed by a population growing faster
than China or India, the government
changed the rules several years ago
Iran's 58 5 million population had grown
at a rate ot 3.9 percent in the past
decade. Malekzadeh said At that rate
Iran's population would double every 20
years

PERU
LIMA — The interior minister has promised to reform Peru's police forces after
growing allegations of corruption and
misconduct, capped by the shooting
down of a commercial airplane last Tuesday Victor Malca said training periods for
new policemen will be lengthened, the
structure of police forces wilt be changed
to clarify officers' responsibilities, and
police from Spain and France will be
brought in to train new officers, he said
Malca, speaking in an interview Saturday
with Peru's main radio station, did not
say when the changes will be made
Police have been harshly criticized
recently for allegedly killing those
arrested for having links to guerrilla
groups, and for harboring a right-wing
death squad which has killed suspected
guerrilla supporters

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Shell

Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 4-0-2 (four, zero,
two); Lotto: 1-3-9-15-18-42
(one, three, nine, fifteen, eighteen, forty-two); estimated jackpot: SI million. Sunday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-3-5.

KENYA
NAIROBI — Hundreds of male students
at a Catholic boarding school stormed a
dormitory in an assault that left 19
schoolgirls dead and nearly 70 injured,
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To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I w;11 include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., Uriversity Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends. Call 753-4304
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By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer

PLEASANT HILL, Ky. — While there is support for the Kentucky
Education Reform Act, many Kentuckians aren't really sure why they
support it.
The Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence commissioned a
study to find the opinions on public schools and school reform, develop
ways to convey information on reform and provide data for further study.
"They know something important happened, but they don't know what
happened," Robert F. Sexton, executive director of the non-profit organization, said Sunday at the group's annual meeting at Shakertown.
The research, by Roberts & Kay, Inc. of Lexington, was conducted in
June in Elizabethtown, Florence, Hopkinsville, London, Louisville,

Owensboro and Prestonsburg.
A total of 65 people participated in seven focus groups — three were
composed of high school graduates, two of non-high school graduates and
two of teachers and administrator.
"They see something significant has happened and they want to see the
results," said Steve Kay of the research firm.
Among the conclusions reached in the study were that Kentuckians value education, need more education on reform, believe education can make
people more competitive in a global economy and they want to be
involved in activities to improve education.
Committee member Rodney "Biz" Cain of Florence said in conversations with people in northern Kentucky he found "we don't want education reform, we want educated children."
Rona Roberts, a member of the research firm, said that participants sup-
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ported "hard, concrete, substantive' work in the classroom.
C. Waltman Taylor, a committee member from Owensboro, gave part
of the blame for people not fully grasping the reform act to the state's
eight universities.
"I don't think they're doing enough to get this information out."
Sexton, in his report to about 65
the two-day conference, said
the committee needs to mobilize people— to make (reform) work...we
have to go district by district, precinct by precinct, for a 5-year period."
He told the group that the reform act will need more "involvement of
parents and citizens" and "more has to be done with hands-on responsibilities" in the next few years.
Sexton said the organization also must build a supportive climate in the
workforce and support structures for children and parents in improving
schools.
attending

Trial to feature more secret tapes
By ALLEN G. BREED
Associated Press Writer

LONDON, Ky. — Johnny Mann
laughs along with the rest of the
courtroom as a tape recording
replays a joke he made about the
ineptitude of the Kentucky State
Police. The former Lee County
Sheriff turns around in his chair to
grin and wink at reporters.
But the ex-lawman's chin sinks
into his hands as the secret tape
records him accepting $15,000 in
cash from undercover FBI agent
Ron Poole. Poole was posing as a
Chicago drug dealer; Mann
allegedly was taking a payoff for
protecting Poole's operations.
That was the one-minute-up,
next-minute-down atmosphere in
U.S. District Court last week as the
trial of Mann and five other eastern
Kentucky lawmen began.
The trial enters its second week
on Tuesday, and Assistant U.S.
Attorney James Arehart will continue playing the tapes. They were
made during a yearlong sting operation dubbed "Walking Short,"
called the biggest drug-related
public corruption case in Kentucky
history.
On trial with Mann are Breathitt
County Sheriff Dean Spencer,
Owsley County Sheriff Billy McIntosh, Wolfe County Sheriff Lester
Drake, Wolfe County Deputy Sheriff Wilson Stone and suspended
Beattyville Police Chief Omer Noe.
A 42-count federal indictment
handed down Aug. 16 charges the
six with taking $85,000 in bribes to
protect the alleged cocaine and
marijuana ring.
During the first week of proceedings, jurors heard only a few

of the roughly 40 hours of tapes
Arehart expects to present as
evidence.
Last week, the prosecution played conversations in which Mann,
McIntosh, Drake and Noe took
apparent bribes. On the tapes, each
appeared to promise protection or
information to the dealers and
Mann and Drake pointed out good
drop points and even offered to
help transport drugs and supply
some marijuana for sale.
Stone, so far, has only been
mentioned on the tapes as a possible lookout and gofer.
All the while, the duffle bags
with which the FBI made its six
"cocaine" fly-ins lay in a heap
before the jury box. Passed around
the room have been two pounds of
marijuana — allegedly sold by
Mann to an FBI informant — and
deputy's badges and identification
cards — allegedly supplied by
Mann to the phony drug dealers.
The defense will not likely get
its turn for another week and a
half. However, opening arguments
and cross examination have given
the defense a chance to do some

damage control.
The defense has argued that the
FBI created a cocaine ring where
there was none and engaged in
"outrageous conduct" to entrap
their clients. John Quinn, Mann's
attorney, and several others claim
their clients believed they were
dealing with the Chicago Mafia
and were too frightened to oppose
the agents.
Quinn has attempted to connect
the FBI's chief informant, former
drug dealer James Richardson, with
a 1988 double murder in Owsley
County. The attorney suggested
that the FBI covered up Richard son's involvement because they
wanted to get at the lawmen at any
cost.
Several of the defendants have
claimed that they were conducting
their own investigations into the
drug ring. Another argument has
been that the uneducated sheriffs,
whO had little or no law enforcement training, were duped
by the college-graduate agents.
The early going already has seen
several of the defense attorneys
point the finger at Mann.

Quakes force replacement of wall
HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — Earthquakes may be the reason for "significant movement" in a 24-footwall that needs to be replaced at
the Fulton County Area Vocational
Education Center, engineers say.
Fulton County Superintendent
Charles Terrett said he first noticed
a change in the vocational school
wall about four months ago during
a routine building inspection.
He said he contacted engineers,
who in a three-month analysis con-

eluded the wall between the
school's automobile shop and typing room is in state of failure and
will have to be replaced.
No date has been set for the wall
to come down.
Terrett said engineers haven't
run enough tests to determine if the
area's chronic exposure to earthquakes caused the damage, but preliminary studies of the building's
foundation point to seismic
damage.
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One Of Life's
Important Lessons
Is Planning Now
for your

Family's Future

We all realize the value of an education. That's why we plan for our children, giving them
the opportunity to get the education that's important to their future. But it's also important
to plan our future in order to make their future better. One way to do that is to make
funeral plans today at Miller Funeral Home.
Preplanning funeral services is an
important part of an overall estate plan. Simply choose the services that are appropriate.
We'll keep them on file at Miller, and those plans will be available to give your family
guidance. They'll appreciate your planning for them, and you'll have security knowing plans
are in place. If you wish, prefinancing options are also available.
So plan now, and
become knowledgeable about the smart way to plan for the future. Call or stop by Miller
Funeral Home today for more information.

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
We stand on the strength of our service"

,•^ 4th Street • Murray KY 42C15021 753-4612

Fiscal Court members can hire spouses — maybe
ASHLAND, Aly:,--(AP).-.— The
Kentucky attorney general's office
has ruled that fiscal-court members
can hire their spouses without
creating a conflict of interest.
However, the ruling does not
apply if the county has no civilservice or merit system and has no

anti-nepotism law, according to the
Assistant Attorney General Thomas
R. Emerson's ruling released earher this month.
The issue was raised in May by
Boyd County commissioner Billy
Joe Ross. The Daily Independent of
Ashland then asked for an opinion

from the attorney general.
An estimated 30 to 35 county
judge-executives, magistrates and
commissioners across the state
have wives who work in county
offices.
Emerson's ruling contradicts
previous attorney general opinions.

PAM SALE
753-2571 or 753-4110
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If you enjoy the summer sun,learn how to protect yourself from its
damaging rays with a free Sun Safe S
re Guide, available at
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Free Sun Safe Skin Care Guide...
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to the editor

Appreciates 614th's sacrifices
Dear Editor:
To the men and women of the 614th Military Police-company:
On behalf of all the friends, relatives, businesses and people of Murray
and the surrounding area, please accept our deep gratitude for the sacrifice you are about to make for our country. We are extremely proud of
you and we share the pride of the 614th Military Police Company as you
represent not only them, but our community, our Commonwealth and the
United States as you volunteer your time and expertise in Saudi Arabia.
Please take with you our pride and our prayers and know that you will
be remembered by everyone you represent as you assure continued peace
in the Middle East. We are with you and hope for a speedy and safe
return to the rest of your Company, your families and your hometown!
We salute you!
Anne B. Adams, executive director
Murray Tourism Commission
(A "care package" was presented to the 45 members-of the-614th heading
for the Middle East. Businesses and individuals contributing to the package included the Murray Tourism Commission, H&T Marketing, Kenlake
Foods, Murray Ledger & Times, 614th M.P. Company, Flower Basket,
Pier One, WS.IP-WBLN Radio, Dr. Steve Farmer, Dr. Burton Young, Dr.
Thomas Hopkins, Churchill Funeral Home, Bank of Murray, Peoples
Bank, K Mart, Wal Mart, Charlie's Safe-T Pharmacy, Piggly Wiggly, Storey's Food Giant, Kroger, Faye's Custom Embroidery, Le Roe Princeton, Inc., and Readmore Book and Card Store.)
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Post-mortem on aforgettable term
WASHINGTON — It was, for
the most part, a ho-hum term of the
A CONSERVATIVE
Supreme Court that ended on June
27. The court handed down 107
signed opinions, but not more than
half a dozen had much significance. The rest were mainly for the
James Kilpatrick
lawyers.
The justices frittered away a vast
Syndicated columnist
deal of time and energy in writing
dissenting and concurring opinions. which the court divided. Chief JusThey displayed unseemly petulance tice William Rehnquist and•Justice
toward poor petitioners, and they Sandra Day O'Connor, for their
exhibited unbecoming haste in hus- part, voted alike in 48 of them.
tling capital prisoners toward the O'Connor found a new best friend
gallows.
in Souter; they disagreed in only 11
The term will be remembered for of the 98 cases in which they both
a few opinions dealing with abor- participated.
tion, criminal law and the election
Justice Souter arrived as an enigof judges. The big news, of course, ma. The reputation remains unchalcame with the retirement of Thur- lenged. He was expected to provide
good Marshall. We will have other the decisive swing vote for the conbig news when Congress takes up servative bloc in really close cases.
the nomination of Clarence Thomas The term saw 19 cases decided 5-4.
to succeed him.
Souter provided the swing in only
When David Souter came on the nine of them.
court in October, it was widely
Souter has yet to get the feel of
assumed that he would cement the being one of the 12 most powerful
conservative bloc so solidly that we individuals in our government.
would witness a stream of 6-3 vot- (The others, of course, are his eight
es in divisive cases. Thurgood colleagues, the president, the
Marshall, Harry Blackmun and speaker of the House and the
John Paul Stevens, we supposed, majority leader of the Senate.) His
would find themselves constantly slight frame uneasily bears the
on the losing end. It didn't work toga. Souter wrote only seven opinout that way.
ions for the court. None was of
True, old alliances on the bench consequence. He wrote one dissentgenerally held together. Justices ing opinion and two concurring
Marshall and Blackmun voted iden- opinions. None of these mattered
tically in 50 of the 65 cases in either. The newest justice has an

VIEW

orderly mind, but he dips his pen in
library paste.
Thinking of separate opinions:
These ego trips are getting out of
hand. Out of curiosity. I checked
Volume 179 of the Supreme Court
Reports, covering the term of
1890-1891. The first 20 reported
cases that year saw only two written dissents, and one of them was
but a single paragraph long. Sixteen of the 20 cases were unanimously decided.
That collegial comity is long
gone. The justices have turned into
medieval theologians, counting
angels on the heads of pins. This
was the headnote on a Michigan
case having to do with the rights of
non-union employees:
"BLACKMUN. J., announced
the judgement of the Court and
delivered the opinion of the Court
with respect to Parts 1, II, III-B,
IV-B (except for the final
paragraph), IV-D, IV-E, and IV-F,
in which REHNQUIST, C.J., and
WHITE, MARSHALL, and STEVENS, .11., joined, and an opinion
with respect to Parts 111-A and

IV-A, the final paragraph of Part
IV-B, and Parts IV-C and V, in
which REHNQUIST, C.J., and
WHITE and STEVENS, LE, joined.
MARSHALL. J., filed an opinion
concurring in part and dissenting in
part, in which O'CONNOR and
SOUTER, IL, joined, and in all but
Part III-C of which KENNEDY, J..
joined. KENNEDY, J., filed an
opinion concurring in the judgment
in part and .dissenting in part...
This is juridical goulash. Such
peacock strutting is mainly an exercise in vainglory. Stevens cannot
restrain himself (22 written dissents, five written concurrences).
Scalia is equally enchanted with
thQ---sound of his own mellifluous
voice (12 written dissents, 15 written concurrences). This is understandable in Scalia's case, for he is
by far the most incisive writer on
the court. His stuff is always a pleasure to read. Even so, the goulash
provides indigestible fare for lower
courts, and the stream of dissenting
opinions encourages litigants in the
jurisprudential school of try-usone-more-time.
With Marshall's departure. only
Blackmun and Stevens remain to
flutter their left-wings in the liberal
dovecote. Conservatives will be
pleased to see Judge Thomas confirmed, but our joy will be tempered. We won't have Brennan and
Marshall to kick around any more,
and covering the court won't be
nearly so much fun.
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Washington Today

Gorbachev unlikely to go
home with grandiose aid
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER

Con

An Associated Press News Analysis

LONDON — In the beginning, there was talk of a "grand bargain" to
provide billions of dollars in Western assistance to the collapsing Soviet
economy. But what summit leaders actually offer Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev is likely to be far less grandiose.•
In fact, the Soviet leader will probably go away from London with little
more than a symbolic foot-in-the-door to global capitalism in the form of
an associate membership in the International Monetary Fund.
The summit leaders are virtually assured to reach agreement on that
proposal, first floated last December by President Bush. This designation,
never used before, would be a sort of fiscal halfway house for the beleaguered Soviet economy.
It would allow the Soviets to tap into the tremendous pool of expertise
the IMF has on how to fix an ailing economy. But it would not give Gorbachev what he really wants: full membership and the ability to borrow
billions of dollars from the IMF and its sister agency, the World Bank. the
world's premier sources of development funds.
Never before has an outsider been invited by the heads of the world's
seven richest countries to make a personal appeal for aid at their annual
gatherings.
But in the days leading up to the summit, Bush and other world leaders
went out of their way to lower expectations about what Gorbachev will
receive.
-We don't expect blank checks or miracles in London," Canadian
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney said after conferring with Bush.
A big infusion of money "isn't in the cards," Bush said Sunday.
Beyond the IMF observer status and its promise of technical support,
Gorbachev probably also will come away with individual pledges of technical assistance from the summit countries for projects to reform his
country's banking system and boost oil ,and gas production.
Still, the possibility for some surprise exists, given the desire of all the
leaders not to make it look like Gorbachev received so little in Western
assistance that it weakens him at home.
Germany, concerned that a Soviet economic collapse would cause massive headaches in its unification efforts, has led the way in pushing for
more of a Western response. That stance has also been supported by
France and .Italy.
"There is too much at stake simply to wait and see how the situation
will further develop," argues German Finance Minister Hans-Dietrich
Genscher.
Soviet supporters are continuing to press for assistance approaching
between $25 billion and $35 billion per year over the next five years.
Those funding levels were envisioned by the Soviet and Harvard University economists who drafted the so-called "grand bargain" plan.
However, the United States, Japan, Britain and Canada oppose aid anywhere close to those amounts, contending the money would simply be
wasted until the Soviets make more progress in transforming to a freemarket economy. That view is likely to win the day.
There is an outside chance that the summit countries will agree to set
up a currency stabilization fund to be used by the Soviets when they
launch their promised effort to make the ruble convertible into other currencies. The United States has expressed reservations about setting up the
fund now. The West set up a $I billion stabilization fund last year to
bolster Poland's currency, the zloty.
Such an effort has a great deal of appeal in the West where business
executives have complained for years that a big barrier to setting up
Soviet operations is that they can't take their profits out of the country
without a convertible currency.
The need to make the ruble convertible was mentioned prominently by
Gorbachev in a 23-page letter he sent to each of the summit leaders, an
appeal that Gorbachev tried to tailor to particular concerns in the West.
He also dwelt on efforts underway to cut Soviet military spending by
29 percent. something that the United States and Japan have been
stressing.
One carrot that apparently won't be extended in London is sharply
reduced tariffs for Soviet exports to the United States. There had been an
expectation that Bush would announce the "most-favored-nation" trade
benefits at the summit, but Brent Scowcroft, Bush's national security
adviser, told reporters Saturday that technical problems were holding up
authorization of the tariff reductions.
Scowcroft also suggested Saturday that the IMF and the World Bank
may be asked to undertake another study of the Soviet economy to better
determine how the West can respond.
Further study may be the easiest initiative to win agreement on.
After all, that's exactly what the seven summit countries did last year
in Houston when they couldn't break the impasse between the countries
supporting aid and those opposed.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE
Martin Crutsinger has covered economic issues
for the Associated Press since 1984.)
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The abortion battle is getting
rougher and rougher.
In recent years, politicians have
been threatened with excommunication and hell by their own church
leaders because they didn't follow
the church's line on ab6rtion.
But now a politician has been
excommunicated by a church to
which he doesn't even belong.
This happened to Gov. Buddy
Roemer of Louisiana, who vetoed
several strict anti-abortion bills.
The Orthodox Catholic Church
of his state has thrown him out,
even though he is a Methodist and
has never been an Orthodox
Catholic
(This isn't the Roman Catholic
Church. The Orthodox Catholic
church broke away centuries ago. It
doesn't recognize the Pope, and its
priests marry.)
Roemer sounded puzzled when
told of the excommunication. He
admitted not knowing much about
the Orthodox Catholic Church, but
added: "I don't like being excommunicated, no matter whose organization it is."
It does seem unusual for a
church to excommunicate somebody who isn't a member. So we
phoned Rev. Lee McColloster, the
vicar general of the Louisiana Diocese and asked him how he could
excommunicate someone who isn't
a member of his church. He said:
"All priests trace their authority
straight to the Apostles. That gives
every priest of Orthodox or Roman
faith authority over all things spiritual. That includes where someone
pretends to be Christian but is not a
member of either one of the sister
churches."
And you have that authority?
"Yes. My pedigree goes all the
way back to the Apostles. I have
apoStolic succession. All priests
have it. Some choose to exercise it
in a constrained manner. Each one
chooses to exercise it in a manner
they deem proper."
What does this mean for Gov.

re

out of here

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
Roemer's soul?
"What it means for Buddy
Roemer's soul is that he has severed himself from the body of
Christ. I've been asked whether he
will go to hell. What it means is it
would be very difficult for him to
get into heaven. But no sane person
would ever restrict what only God
can do."
--Have you thought about excommunicating other public figures
who have given similar views on
abortion?
"We've given that deep thought.
Ted Kennedy and Mario Cuomo
come to mind. But both of these
men are Roman Catholics, which
means they are in the jurisdiction
of our sister church, and the
Roman church has that authority to
excommunicate them. At the present time, we don't think it's
appropriate to cross into the Roman
Catholic jurisdiction because that's
their province."
But Buddy Roemer is a
Methodist.
"Methodists don't have apostalic
succession and therefore don't have
authority that every Orthodox and
Roman priest has. All I can say is
the practical effect spiritually is
that he is severed from the body of
Christ."
That sounds like a serious matter, and I can see why Buddy
Roemer didn't like being excommunicated. Of course, being a practical politician, he wouldn't like
being thrown out of the Elks, the
Moose or the Odd Fellows, either.
Because I am not a theologian, I
sought out Dr. I.M. Kookie, who is
known as one of the world's lead-
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ing experts on lots of stuff. And I
asked him if it is common for churches to excommunicate people who
aren't members.
"Oh, sure, it's been going on for
centuries. They didn't always cal it
excommunication, but it could be a
lot worse."
What's worse?
"Read your history books. Going
way back, when some big-time
holy man decided you weren't
thinking right, he might just have
you strung up or burned or put on
the rack and stretched from 5-2 to
6-8. Or maybe a whole army would
go marching into a country and
chop everybody's heads off for
praying to the wrong God.
"Why, in this century, millions
of people got gassed because they
weren't the right religion. Religious people are still blowing each
other up in Ireland. Different kinds
of Muslims arc after each other's
scalps in the Middle East.
"This Buddy -Roemer got off
easy. So he can't be a godfather, or
best man at an Orthodox Catholic
wedding. He should look at the

bright side. That means he doesn't
have to pay the priest or get stuck
buying a kid birthday and Christmas presents every year."
But doesn't this mean that anybody who isn't an Orthodox
Catholic can be excommunicated?
"Sure. But don't forget, if I want
to, I can excommunicate that priest
in Louisiana."
True. I had forgotten that Dr.
Kookie is also the Prophet Kookie
in the Church of Asylumism.
His church believes that man is
descended from people who were
shipped here in spaceships from a
distant. highly advanced, peaceful
planet. They were dumped here
because they had displayed antisocial tendencies, such as becoming politicians, warriors, lawyers
and claiming that God spoke to
them. In that planet's language. the
world "earth" meant "loony bin."
"So if he excommunicates me,"
said the Prophet Kookie, "I'll just
excommunicate him right back."
But what does excommunication
mean in the Church of Asylumism?
"It's very serious. We believe
that someday the spaceships are
going to come back and look
around to see who has straightened
out their act and is qualified to go
bak to the home planet and settle
down to the good life."
So?
"So if I excommunicate him, he
don't get a seat on the ship."
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Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcomed and encouraged at all times to
express their opinions on our "Viewpoints" page by writing letters to
the editor. We print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply
with the following guidelines: ill letters must be signed by the writer,
with the writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The
Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any
letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, the Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Black shank stalking tobacco fields again
Experts on swine production, versity, who will make a presentamanagement and disease control tion of preventing and treating
will make presentations at the 11th
pneumonia in swine and provide
annual Swine Health Day at the new information on how to produce
Murray State University Breathitt 20 pigs per sow year.
Veterinary Center (BVC) in Hopk• Dr. Dennis Liptrap of the Uniinsville Saturday, Aug. 3.
versity of Kentucky, who will
Sessions for persons associated
address
the marketing of swine
with swine production are scheduled from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., fol- from a regional perspective.
lowing registration to begin at 8:30' • Dr. Buddy Ray, Mayfield vetera.m., according to Dr. Wade Kadel, inarian, who will show slides that
illustrate some common but often
BVC director.
He said the program will provide unrecognized management errors of
information of both immediate and swine producers.
long-range benefit to area swine
A registration fee of $5 per perproducers. Scheduled to make pre- son covers lunch. Kadel asked that
sentations are:
anyone planning to attend pre• Dr. Ron Plain of the University
register by sending a check made
of Missouri, who will discuss the
payable to Murray State University
marketing of swine, including a
to:
forecast of price changes for the
Swine Health Day, Veterinary
next two years.
Center, P.O. Box 2000, Hopkins• Dr. Kirk Clark of Purdue Univille, Ky., 42240.

Four agriculture training
sessions scheduled statewide
Farmers and field scouts can get
a closer look at pest and agronomic
problems during training sessions
scheduled across the Commonwealth this month, according to an
integrated pest management specialist with the University of KenLucky College of Agriculture.
Four training sessions will be
conducted in fields to help farmers,
crop scouts and agricultural industry in fields to help farmers, crop
scouts and agricultural industry
officials indentify the cause of pest
and agronomic problems, said Patty
Lucas, Extension specialist at the
UK Research and Education Center
in Princeton.
Current crop conditions and
expected developments will be dis-

cussed. The nature of topics
addressed at each session will
depend upon the location and interests of participants. Each session
will last about two hours.
The training, offered free of
charge by the UK Cooperative
Extension Service, is open to all
interested individuals.
The schedule is as follows:
• July 16 at 2:30 p.m. — Christian County Extension Office.
• July 17 at 10 a.m. — Butler
County Extension Office.
• July 23 at 8:30 a.m. — Union
County Extension Office.
• July 26 at 9 a.m. — Shelby
County Extension Office.
For more information, contact
your county Extension office.

Computer being used to help farmers
HONOLULU — Farmers around
the world worried about when and
where to plant how much of what
are cutting the time and risk by
going first to a computer.
The farmer provides the crop
name, planting date and soil type,
and a computer program developed
at the University of Hawaii creates
graphs and tables showing how
well the crop likely would turn out.
The simulated planting saves

time in real farming — and that
saves money in both the developed
and developing worlds, said Professor Goro Uehara, a soil scientist
who directs the project.
"An external panel that evaluated it a year ago indicated it was
one of the best of its kind they had
seen," said Tejpal S. Gill, monitor
of the program with the U.S. Agency for International Development,
which provides SI million a year
for it.

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET

One of the worst outbreaks of
black shank is stalking tobacco
fields, choking out yields and profits, according to a University of
Kentucky plant pathologist.
A combination of weather conditions and lax management practices
is contributing to "all time high
levels of black shank," said William Nesmith, Extension specialist
with the UK College of Agriculture. "We've had a nearly twofold
increase in the number of plant
samples with black shank submitted to our two plant disease diagnostic labs."
Nesmith said black shank losses
have hovered around $10 million
annually in recent years. "With the
severity of the black shank problem
this year, losses could exceed $20
million," he said.
He attributed the disease problem to near ideal conditions for
infection and build-up and spread
of the pathogen the past 10 years.
"Warm, wet spring weather provided ideal conditions for black
shank to develop in plant beds and
fields," he explained. "Inadequate
sanitation practices, shorter crop
rotation intervals, improper use of
resistant varieties and low chemical

control rates allowed black shank
to build up and spread within fields
and from field to field."
A related cause of high disease
levels is that black shank is not
viewed as a serious threat compared to other diseases, especially
blue mold, according to Nesmith.
"Blue mold may get more publicity and attention," he said, "but
black shank is far more important
and dangerous. Black shank is
caused by a soil-borne fungus. So
if you had it in a field this year,
you'll have it in that field next year
and for years to come. Blue mold
is more illusive. If you had it this
year, you may or may not have it
next year."
Much of the black shank activity
is on varieties with some degree of
disease resistance, according to
Nesmith. He said the problem in
these varieties is a combination of
high fungal populations and weather favoring infection during succulent plant development.
"Hot, humid weather in early
season created an ideal situation
for infection, and infected plants
declined rapidly under mid-season
stress," he explained. "Abundant
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water early on allowed the pathogen to spread within seed beds and
fields and provided the environment necessary for plant infection.
In addition, plants were overly succulent in the plant bed and during
transplants. Succulent plants are
extremely susceptible to black
shank; even resistant varieties were
unable to maintain normal resistance under such rapid growth...
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,C4anges in agriculture to be topic
at UK educational field day July 18
That agriculture is a constantly changing industry is a commonly held
axiom. That farmers must constantly adapt to new conditions, new markets, new diseases also is old news.
Just what they can do to adapt to those changes may not be quite so
well known.
Educators, researchers and Cooperative Extension Service specialists
will share results of research and field trials conducted by the University
of Kentucky's College of Agriculture with participants at an educational
field day on UK's Spindletop Farms on July 18.
The field day it titled "Innovations in Crops and Soils To Meet a
Changing Agricultural Industry," and begins at 8:45 a.m., said Morris Bitzer, Extension grains specialist and coordinator of the field day.
"It will feature several tours to focus on UK research in such areas as
corn, forages, water quality, soybeans and small grains, tobacco, weed
control and turfgrass problems," Bitzer said. "There will be something of
interest to everybody interested in almost any aspect of farming."
He added, "We've got so many activities that we've even thrown in a
free meal for participants so they won't have to worry about that."
In addition to the walking or bus tours to be offered, participants also
will have an opportunity to visit an exhibits booth where they may view
latest agricultural information on a wide variety of subjects, Bitzer said.
Those exhibits will range from agri-businesses, government organizations
and other agricultural special interest groups. Topics will include biotechnology, canola production, food safety, genetic engineering and integrated
pest management techniques.
"Participants also are invited to bring any infected or infested plant specimens to the exhibit tent area to be analyzed by UK's plant diagnostic
clinic," Bitzer said.
There is one exclusion to this offer, however. Bitzer said those attending are specifically asked NOT to bring any infected tobacco plants with
Black Shank.
Also a van will be available in the exhibit area for anyone who wants to
bring a hay sample for testing.

DODGE SHADOW CONVERTIBLES
One has automatic, air cond power windows ti,t
AWA,FM stereo One has ES trim pog , 5 speed a r
cond , power windows, Olt. AliATM cassette and
alloy wheels
List As High As $15.744

New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
Tues. & Wed. 'till 6
Sat. 'till 5
Plus Tax, Pm Fee Tile License
Ind Any Rebate
Pncs Good Thu 7,2491

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's
CHRYSLERPLYMOLITH-OODGE4EEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

IS JOHNSON GRASS
BECOMING A PROBLEM
ON YOUR FARM?

Dairymen to see paychecks jump
Cattle 289 compared to two weeks ago. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested. Cows 1-2 lower. Bulls 1-2 higher. Calves and vealers untested.
Feeder steers and heifers 1-2 higher.
Slaughter Cows: breaking utility and commercial 2-4 46.25-52.00, cutter and boning utility 1-3 47.50-55.00, cutter 1-2 45.00-48.50. Slaughter
Bulls: yield grade 1 2095 lb. indicating 80 carcass boning percent 65.00.
Yield grade 1-2 1290-1835 lb. indicating 77-79 percent 61.25-63.25.
Yield grade 2 1700 lb. indicating 76 percent 60.00.
Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb. 103.00-142.00,
300-400 lb. 102.00-117.00, 400-500 lb. 96.00-104.00, 500-600 lb.
86.00-96.00, 600-700 lb. 86.00-87.00, 720 lb. 91.00, medium No. 2
300-400 lb. 87.00-90.00, 648 lb. 76.00, medium No. 3 333 lb. 61.00, large
No. 2 478 lb. 85.00, 692 lb. 65.00, small No. 1 265 lb. 81.00, 300-400 lb.
86.00-1.00, 500-600 lb. 84.00-90.00.
Heifers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb. 1.03-113.00, 300-400 lb.
94.00-100.00, 400-500 lb. 84.00-97.00, 500-600 lb. 84.00-87.00, medium
No. 2, 300-500 lb. 84.00-85.00, large No. 2 440 lb. 83.00, small No. I
360-435 lb. 83.00-87.00.
Stock cows and calves: medium and large No. 1 735.00-845.00,
medium No. 2 and small No. 1 680.00 with 200-300 lb. calves at side.
Stock cows: small No. 1 510.00-580.00.

Kentucky dairymen, hit by low
prices for several months, will see
their paychecks increase by 35
cents per hundredweight starting
Aug. 1, according to an agricultural
economist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"The June Minnesota-Wisconsin
manufacturing milk prices, released
July 5, continued the upward climb
that started in March," said Bob
Beck, Exiension agricultural
economist.
The Minnesota-Wisconsin Price
is used to establish the federal
order prices for Grade A milk. The
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Minnesota-Wisconsin price is
added to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture's Class I differential to
determine how much farmers will
be paid for their Class I milk, starting 60 days later, Beck said.
The Minnesota-Wisconsin price
is a competitive price and reflects
supply-demand conditions in the
market, he said.
Consumers can expect to pay
about the same for the milk they
buy, since the increase is relatively
small and the cost of the raw milk
is only a portion of the total cost of
producing milk for retail sale. Beck
said.

is your answer
(ICI

Agriculture Products

There is no need to say anymore,
unless, you want us to help you
spray than just call . . .

753-1933
Murray
%11(i1)1AA4A4 1 VA(111 1)/)(1/7W\

498-8142
Hazel

STOREY'S
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FOOD
T
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Ivie Rib Mobile and
Mississippi BBQ Buggy

4P

Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440 -

SIRLOIN STOCKADE

Homeowners . . if you've
been wanting a pool, here's
your chance to qualify fora
substantial discount—on a
Luxury
On-the-Ground
Pool, built by a leading national manufacturer. See
how your participation in
our advertising campaign
can bring you the pool you
'an t.

For Full
Information Call

Superior
Building
Products, Inc.
1-800-547-0800

Tuesday, July 16th - Saturday, July 20th

'SPECIAL
Seasoning anti
Sauce
created and
used
only by lye
Enterprises
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MURRAY TODAY
Roberts and Ealey wedding Aug. 24

CALENbAR

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Roberts of Paris, Tenn., announce-the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Angela Dawn, to Kevin
Miller Ealey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Monte (Pete) Lacky and of Mr. and
Mrs. Dewey Ealey, all of Paris.
Tenn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. T.A.
Searcy of Rienzi, Miss., and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Roberts
who lived in McMinnville, Tenn.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mrs. Mary Catherine EaleySpringborn and the late Dewey
Ealey of Puryear, Tenn., the late
Hugh 0. Raspberry of Hazel and
the late Mrs. Delorse Parrish of
New Concord. He is the stepgrandson of Mrs. Evelyn Lackey of
Como, Tenn., and special grandson
of Mrs. Ora Joyce of Hazel who
now resides at Paris Manor Nursing Home, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Roberts is a graduate of
Henry County High School and is
employed by Mohon International,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Ealey is a graduate of Henry
County High School and is a member of the U.S. Army National
Guard 890th Engineer Company,
Paris, Tenn.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, Aug. 24. at 2 p.m. at
Bird's Creek Baptist Church, Whitlock, Tenn.
A reception will follow at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Monday, July 15
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted
Masons/7:30
p.m./Masonic Lodge.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, Si Leo Catholic Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Weight Control/6
p.m. and Visitation/6:30 p.m.

1

First United Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/10
a.m.; Trustees/12 noon at Pagliai's;
Reach-Out Callers 11 and Council
on Ministries/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Puppets/8 p.m.
North Calloway Elementary Site
Based Decision Making Team/7
p.m./North school. Open to public.
Hazel Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6 p.m. Info/492-8664
or 492-8168.
Coldwater Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Info/489-2410 or 1-247-9562.
Teen Bible College of First Baptist
Church/6 p.m./home of Mr. and
Mrs. David Travis.
PADD Board or Directors/3
p.m./PADD office at Mayfield.
Tuesday, July 16
Dexter Center/open at 9:30
a.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
LBL events include Bed Turning/
all day, and Iron Industry/10:30
am.
and
1 : 30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Birds of
Prey/10 a.m. and Return of the Red
Wolf/2:30 p.m./WNC.
Hazel Baptist Church Vacation
Bible School/6 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, July
17, at 9 a.m.
Ladies not signed up may come
and be paired at the tee or call the
hostesses, Wilda Purdom and Dana
Stonecipher.
The lineup is as follows:

•
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FOR THE ART
IN ALL OF US

Rules • T-Squares • Acrylics • Pastels
Oils • Water Colors • Canvas and much more!
Custom Framing - Vacuum Mounting - Shrink Wrapping

Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord will start its Vacation Bible
School tonight (Monday) at the church. Classes for all ages will be from 7 to
9 p.m. each evening through Friday, July 19. The Rev. David Cunningham,
pastor, invites the public to attend. For transportation call 436-5243.

North Pleasant Grove plans revival
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have revival
services starting Wednesday, July 17, and continuing through Friday, July
19. The Rev. James Lawson, pastor of Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, will be speaker for services at 7 p.m. each evening. Roy Gene
Dunn will direct the song service with Cecilia Dunn as pianist. The Rev.
Danny Holt, pastor, invites the public to attend the services at the church,
located two miles off Highway 121 North, Coldater Road, on the Roy Graham Road.

to
*4.
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Alpha Mu will meet Tuesday
Educational Director Kathie Fleming of Alpha Mu #4760- Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International sorority will give the first educational for the new sorority
year on Tuesday, July 16, at 7 p.m. at her home in Farmington just outside
Coldwater. 'Gardening With Flowers and Shrubs will be the program theme
and she will demonstrate first hand the landscaping at their new home. Visitors are welcome. For information call Margaret Terhune, 753-2464.

•

Angela Dawn Roberts and
Kevin Miller Ealey to marry

First flight - Tonja Fike, winner,
Evelyn Jones, runner-up;
Second flight - Terry Shertzer,
winner, Cathryn Garrott, runner-up;
Third flight
Shirley Jenston,

winner, LaVeme Claxton, runnerup;
Fourth flight - Patti Claypool winner;
Low putts - Toni Hopson.

Al tha Mu at ban net

'YES-You can lose up to 5 lbs. per week.
'YES-You will get counseling by trained professionals.
'YES-You can even eat sweets and lose weight.
'YES-You can eat regular food.
Call .today for a. free consultation
MURRAY • 753-1044
I host 27 lbs. In 4 short
Suite 3
woe** you can tool
204 S. 5° St., Murray
Michell Rogers

are

The Summer Youth Series of area Churches of Christ will be Tuesday,
July 16, at 7:30 p.m. at Lebanon Church of Christ, Sedalia. All youth of the
area and the general public is invited to attend this special program, a
church spokesperson said.
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Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, July 16, from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South
15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.
4.4

Bereavement Support Group will meet

•11.

The local Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha International joined three other chapters at the Smokehouse Restaurant,
Cadiz, for the ESA Annual Founder's Day celebration on June 22.
Pictured, from left, are Grace Shannon, Kentucky State Council ESA
president, Kathie Fleming, Margaret Terhune and Mary Vidmer.
Donald Fleming also attended the e.ent with his wife, Kathie. Money
raised from the annual white elephant sale was donated to the Disaster Fund and to St. Jude's Children's Research Hospital in memory
of Danny Thomas.

Luncheon, golf and bridge
planned by ladies at Oaks

Jody Voorhies
bride-elect of
Richie Richardson
has made her
giff selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

Peser4•tePISIn?.
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851

Furches, Elizabeth Gray, Sandra
Simmons, Jewell Miller, Linda
Wright, Martha Price, Barbara Wildey, Yvette Pyle, Beth Morris,
Shirley Beane, Janice Johnson,
Kaye Kelley and Ruthic
Butterworth.
Bridge with Blanche Allbritten
as chairman will be at 9:30 a.m.
Golf will be played at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 10, have been released by
Doris Rose, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight — Vickie
Singleton, -first, Sue Lamb, second,
and Shirley Wade, third;
First flight — Ada Roberts, first,
Sue Stone, second, and Irene
Woods, third;
Second flight — Erma Tuck,
first, Sue Veasey and Nancy
Rogers tied with Rogers winning
on countback, Doris Rose, third;
Third flight — Hazel Beale.
first, Bobbie Burks, second, and
Martha Enix, third.

24-11our Program Information.
(502) 753-3314
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Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, July 17,
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County from 9:30 to
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, Hospital. For
762-1389
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Bingo games Tuesday
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Singles' meeting Tuesday
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Summer Youth event Tuesday

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be
16, at 7 p.m. at the new KiC building on Squire Hale Road, Tuesday, July
between
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.mJohnny

753-0017

Grand Opening
Special
4 Vie. $159
Program

a
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Ladies day events at Oaks Country Club will be Wednesday, July
FRANIMIGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING 17.
A luncheon will be served at 12
noon with Wanda Johnson and
Melissa Starks as chairmen of the
LOSE 20-40-60-80-EVEN 100 Lbs.
hostesses. Reservations should be
made by today by calling one of
Clin‘c
l..oss
the hostesses.
Weipt
Others serving on the committee
are Diana Cothran, Margot McIn()VC
14)t_t*
tosh, Jean Roberts, Sandra Lucas,
Susan Blackford, Terri Benton,
Deborah Green, Vickie Williams,
Stephanie Wyatt, Martha Chamberlain, Ann Perrin, Mirriam Ferguson. Ray Ann Butterworth, Sharon
1409 Main Street

Kirksey Ball Club will have its annual picnic and trophy night on
Saturday, July 27, at 6 p.m. at the ball field. Kids and players will eat
free. The cost for others will be $4 for barbecue plate. All players, coaches and their families are urged to attend. For information call Jan Tucker,
753-1775.

Bethany holding Bible School

Tee 9 - Marion Poole, Rebecca
West, Rebecca rvan and Ann Brown:
Tee 10 - Billie Wilson, Wilda Purdom and Patty Claypool;
Tee 12 - Laverne Ryan, Peggy
Shoemaker, Dana Stonecipher and
Sue Brown:
Tee 13 - Betty Hinton, Frances
Richey, Rowena Cullom and Billie
Cohoon;
Tee 14 - LaVerne Claxton, Bonnie
Kessler, Helen Webb and Edith
Garrrison;
Tee 15 - Frances Hulse, Venela
Sexton, Freda Steely and Margaret
Shuffett;
Tee 16 - lnus Orr, Lula Bingham,
Sherry Gibbs and Anna Mary Adams;
Tee 17 - Betty Jo Purdom, Tonja
Fike. Terry Shertzer and Rainey
Apperson,
Teo 18 - Betty Lowry, Toni Hopson
and Evelyn Jones.

Winners of play on Wednesday,
July 10, have been released by Betty Lowry and Hazel Hill, hostesses,
as follows:
Championship flight - Joanna
Gibbs, winner, Wanda Brown.
runner-up;

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

to

Murray Club ladies schedule golf play

FRAMINGARTMATTINGFRAMINGARTMATTING
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The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, July 16, at
7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. The
program
on You Can Control Your Day, Month, Year, and WOW! Your Life!' will
be
presented by Charlie Blair. This is a nonprofit support and social group for
all single adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed.
For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Coffee Break Tuesday
A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, July 16, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS #Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, July 16, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road, Murray. TOPS is an international,
nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination
of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, July 17. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.
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Piano Camp scheduled
The first Piano Camp, sponsored by Murray Music Teachers Association,
will be Saturday, Aug. 3. This one-day piano experience is for students,
third to fifth grade and sixth to eighth grade, who are currently taking piano
lessons. To be held in Price Doyle Fine Arts Building, Murray State University, a day of fun and music activities is planned. The day will begin at 8:45
a.m, and end at 4 p.m. The fee is $20 which includes all costs including a
t-shirt to wear during the camp. For further information and a registration
form, call Ellie Brown, 759-1389, or Joyce Herndon, 753-2532. The deadline
for registering is Monday, July 15.

Swimming classes changed
The Red Cross Swimming Classes for the week, July 8-12, have been
rescheduled for Aug. 12-16. This is being changed because of the pool
being closed at the Murray-Calloway County Park. Classes will be from 11
a.m. to 12 noon and 7 to 8 p.m. each day. Also these times will be effective
for the classes for July 15-26. For more information call the Red Cross
office at 753-1421.

Elm Grove revival opens
Oak Grove Baptist Church will have revival services starting tonight (Monday) and continuing through Friday, July 19. The Rev. Jerry Lee will be the
evangelist for services at 7:30 p.m. each evening. Jimmy Key will direct the
song service and Jennifer Downey will be pianist. The Rev. Tom Rose,
interim pastor, invites the public to attend the services at the church, located
two miles south of Crossland.

Outland Cemetery meeting planned
Outland Cemetery, located east of Murray, will have its annual meeting
on Wednesday, July 17:A basket dinner will be served at 12 noon. Persons
unable to attend may send their donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to
Betty 0. Vinson, 2011 Gatesborough, Murray. Ky 42071

Ward makes quilt for Amvets

Taylor-McDaniel wedding planned
The approaching marriage of
Miss Brenda Kay Taylor and Bob
Eugene McDaniel, both of New

Lynnette Ward, left, of Buchanan, Tenn., made this quilt in the
pattern Of a Texas Star and
donated it to the Amvets Auxiliary of Department of Tennessee
for a promotion at the state convention at Sweetwater, Tenn.
Ann Hibner of Springville, Tenn.,
right, was the winner. Ward, a
lifetime member of Post 45 of
Amvets Auxiliary at Paris Landing, Tenn., and Angie Gardner
serve on the Ways and Means
Committee of Post 45 Auxiliary.

Concord, has been announced.
Miss Taylor is the daughter of
Dan and Sharon Gillis of Odin, Ill.,
and of Rick Taylor of McLeansbor0. ,
She is the granddaughter of
Audrey McKinney and of Mary
Taylor, both orMcLeansboro, Ill.
Mr. McDaniel is the son of Fred
and Judy McDaniel of Mayfield.
lie is the grandson pf Norman
and Cora Barton of Centralia, Ill.,
and of Kathleen McDaniel of Fayetteville, N.C.
The bride-elect is a 1991 Certified Nursing Assistant Graduate
through Rend Lake College, Sesser, Ill.
The groom-elect is a subcontractor and a non-comissioned
officer in the 614th Military Police
Company.
The wedding will be Saturday,
July 20, at 1 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, New Concord.

Brenda Kay Taylor and
Bob Eugene McDaniel to marry

Marquardt receives degree at Centre

TUESDAY,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Good luck and new monetary gains
are coming your way! Get- your financial act together in October.Prime
investment opportunities arise in November. Travel for business or pleasure as the winter holidays approach.
The business contacts you make in
January of 1992 could lead to new
emotional ties. Next March and April
feature exciting entrepreneurial possibilities. Choose partners whose
talents complement your own.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actresses Barbara
Stanwyck and Ginger Rogers: violinist PinchasZukerman.actor Ruben
Blades.
ARIES(March 2I-April 19): Unexpected changes in business may
leave you feeling perplexed. Be patient. Your financial fortunes are on
the upswing. Although an interesting
jdb offer is tempting. it might be
better to stay put.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You
radiate confidence and charm today.
A health problem or emotional situation deserves your immediate attention. Promote greater harmony at
home and a close relationship will
thrive. Forget past omissions and
mistakes.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Sparks could fly today. You send a
non-verbal signal that hits its target.
The right person responds. A change
of scenery will boost your spirits this
evening.Discuss yourplans with mate.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Increase your participation in a ,work or
community project. You could come
up with the ideal plan! Postpone buying a pet unless sure you have enough
time to keep it happy and healthy.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): It is important that your work be consistently good now. Higher-ups are
keeping a close watch:while deciding

who should move up. Good eating
habits pay offhandsomely where your
health is concerned.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
professional appearance is important
to your customers. Study an investment scheme very carefully. If you
spend a rot of time on household
tasks, purchase something that will
make your chores easier.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Romance is a source of delight. Give
more thought to putting down roots.
Discuss the future with your _loved--ones. A drastic budget revision may
be necessary to make your dream
come true.
—SCORPIO(Oct.23-Nov.21): Being too direct could rub someone the
wrong way. Be subtle. A real estate
investment will prove especially
profitaNe ifyou take an expert'sadvice.
All is fair in love and romance.
SAGITTARIUS (Noy. 22-Dec.
21): You should be feeling more optimistic now. That restless feeling
disappears. Public opinion will influence what you do later today. Make
your vacation plans now to get- a
lower rate on tickets.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Someone loves you more than you
think. People react strongly to what
you do and say. Curb your temper. A
startling development could result in
new financial benefits. Play a waiting game.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Seize an exciting opportunity to expand your horizons today. Changes
in your lifestyle and relationships are
indicative Vow far you are ready to
go. Travel may be necessary.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Your career moves into high gear
this month. Many people will be
making demands on your time and,
perhaps, even your money. Guard
against scattering your energies. Focuson developing positive new ideas.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are both highly imaginative and tender-hearted.
Brilliani thinking and originality make these Cancerians natural leaders
despite their innate shyness. They will even force themselves lobe the life of
the party if the occasion demands it. Count on these sentimental youngsters
to treasure the past and family traditions. Although they would rather give
advice than follow it, they usually listen respectfully to the advice of-their
elders. They are eager to make their parents proud!
(For your personalued daily leane DIX1111 horoscope. based on your own date of birth. call 1-900-95$775W Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a minute. I

To order re% ised And updated copy ofkialle Dooms hest-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send SX.95 plus SI postage and handling to
Doom. chi Andrew and McSleel. P.O. Box 419150. Kansas City . Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel.i

Liz Marquardt has gradauted degrees to Commencement speaker
from Centre College, Danville.
Hanna H. Gray, president of the
She received her Bachelor of University of Chicago, and BaccaScience in economics and a minor laureate speaker Richard L. Morin Spanish._She will study hospital rill, president of the University of
administration at the University of Richmond in Virginia and former
Alabama. president of Centre.
Marquardt, daughter of Robert
Gray told the graduates, "Educaand Brenda Marquardt of Murray, tion is really a statement about the
was on the publication board, play- future, about the ideals you wish to
ed softball for two years, and made see realized in the future...How can
the dean's list -twice.
a liberal-arts education prepare us
Marquardt was among 204 for the real world? It gives us the
seniors in the 1991 -graduating- --power--io deal with that world,-io-class.
master the new and rethink the
Centre awarded honorary

Miller and Hubbard reco• nized

Tuesday, July 16
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Tuesday, July 16
Workshops at Playhouse in the
Park - Grades 1-5/9:30 a.m.:
Grades 5-8/1:30 to 4 p.m.

Murray Optimist Club/6:30 "Drugs and the Athlete" free inp.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
service workshop/8 a.m. to 3
p.m./Room 103, Carr Health BuildNational Scouting Museum/open ing, MSU. Info/762-6188.
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
High --School- Group of—First Murray Christian Women's Club Christian Church/leave for
luncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.
Washington, D.C.
Ladies of Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church/meet at Sirloin
Stockade. Info/436-2214A
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Murray Post Office/8-11:30 a.m.
and 12:30-3 p.m.

Teen Bible College of First Baptist
Church/6 p.m./home of Sally Pace.
Bazaar Workshop/9 'a.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Worship Work Area of First
United Methodist Church/7 p.m.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO/potluckluncheon/12 noon/Ellis Community
Center.

Faxon students' writings at library

Holly Miller, center, and Laura Hubbard, right, were recently recognized as Medical Explorer Post 803's Out of the Ordinary Explorers
for 1990-91. Presenting the awards is Kyle Evans, associate advisor.
The award is given to the explorers, who, in the eyes of his or her
peers, best exemplifies outstanding commitment to his or her responsibilities as an explorer. Miller, a 1991 graduate of Murray High
School, is post president. Laura Hubbard, a Murray High sophomore,
coordinates several fund-raising events for the post. Students between
the ages of 15 and 21 who are interested in a career in the healthcare
field, should contact Kathy Hodge, Murray-Calloway County Hospital's director of public relations, at 762-1381.

Gladys Rena Tucker, former
teacher at Faxon Elementary
School in Calloway County, has
placed a special notebook by the
students in the Calloway County
Public Library.
This is a collection of writings of
members of the Eighth Grade graduating class of Faxon Elementary
School in 1972.
Tucker, now teaching in Hopkinsville, said she felt that either the
students of family members would
like to have these writings to keep
as a part of their memoirs.
Persons may examine the notebook anytime during regular library
hours.
Tucker said "as I felt my stu-

dents were very special, I saved
much of their work. I thought you
might like these writings as part of
your own treasures."

Linda's
Weddings & Things

Now Taking on Consignment
First Quality Formal Wear
Prom • Pageant
Wedding Attire
641 S. at Puryear
901-247-5665
Open Tues.-Sat. 10-

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Our Huge 8 oz.
Top Sirloin Steak

Choice of Potato, French Toast,
and Free Full Salad Bar

5e- rYnis)

2 Eggs Any Style, Sausage Patties or Bacon,
Toast or Biscuits And Gravy

PAINT
AND

DECORATING
MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Sunday Bible Study
Morning Worship
(Broadcast W.S.J.P.)
Evening Worship
Monday-Thursday
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Scouting the field

Sports Writer

Murray State puts committee in place in search for new coac
h
school's coordinator of economic development. France is a
Staff, AP Reports
faculty member, Purcell is men's tennis coach and Flowers is
tiumty Ls(Igor & Times Sports
a student and former Racer basketball player. Lovins is a
With a seven-member search committee in place, Murray Murray businessman and president of the Racer Club.
"We nave a cross section of the university and the comState hopes to have a working list of candidates for a new
munity on the community on the committee," Strickland said
men's basketball coach later this week.
The school is seeking to fill the position left vacant when in a news release Sunday night. "We kept the numbers small
Steve Newton accepted the head coaching position at South so that we can function efficiently and rapidly."
Carolina on July 10.
According to Strickland, the committee will have ts first
The search committee, approved by Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, meeting Tuesday.
"We'll bring to campus as soon as possible the coaches we
the school's president, will have Don Kassing as its chairman.
Other committee members are MSU athletic director Michael feel deserve a look," Strickland said. "Our objective is to
Strickland, Buddy Buckingham, Nancy France, Derrick Flow- hire the best person available."
In addition to his search committee duties, Lovins also will
ers, Bennie Purcell and Mike Lovins.
Kassing is Murray State's vice president for university rela- preside over a Racer Club meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. at Sirtions and administrative services, while Buckingham is the loin Stockade.

10 Wlf

"We're going to discuss the search and try to get some
input from the members on what they are looking for in a
coach," said Lovins, serving on his first coaching search committee, "I'll be representing the club on the search committee,
so I would like to have their input."
Lovins indicated the committee will probably meet Thursday or Friday to begin working towards a list of finalists.
"I hope that maybe we'll have a new coach in two weeks
from the time we start our actual search," Lovins said.
Lovins, even though he has no names to choose from,
already has the type of coach he wants to succeed Newton.
"I'm looking for someone who can come in and keep the
program on the level that it's at right now," Lovins explained.
"Something we have to think of is the new arena. He (new
coach) needs to keep the interest going on that."

Crack of the bat
Test bat has durability
of steel, sound of wood
MEDFORD, Mass. (AP) — The crack of the bat sounds like the real.
thing.
But the bat being tested by Prof. Robert Collier and his assistants on a
baseball diamond next to the Tufts University field house is new age, one
that could save trees, money and equipment managers back aches.
The test subject is a wood-composite bat that has proven more durable
than its all-wood cousin, and more reliable than the aluminum model that
dominates the college and Little League scene.
Besides, the new bat has the more familiar sound of wood, not the loud,
metallic "ping" produced when ball meets metal bat.
"You can turn your back to the plate, and it sounds like the wood bat,"
said Collier, who oversees batting practice taken by student assistants and
Tufts baseball players Paul Dresens and Mike Kratochwill.
Copies of the bat were sampled at the spring training camps of the Toronto Blue Jays, Detroit Tigers and Boston Red Sox, where then-minor
leaguer Phil Plantier put it to the test.
Plantier, who spent a brief time with the Red Sox before being shipped
back to Triple-A Pawtucket in late June, couldn't remember how the ball
traveled off the bat, only that the bat was very durable.
"Was that the b-p bat? Is that the one that didn't break so we wouldn't
waste our bats at batting practice?," he asked recently during batting
practice at Fenway Park.
Although the tests conducted by Collier take place on a baseball diamond, the technology is definitely laboratory conditions.
One of the comparison bats is an aluminum model that has little sensors, called accelerometers, to determine the vibration of the bat.
"We are measuring the force of the ball hitting the bat — the sweet
spot — where the most energy goes from bat to ball," Collier said.
"When the ball is hit on the handle or the end, a batter talks about how
much it stings his hands. It's a type of vibration the hand can sense."
Collier said. "And one thing we are trying to determine are the vibration
in the wood composite bat in relation to where the ball hits it."
The composite bat is the creation of Steve Baum, an inventor from
Traverse City, Mich., who works with all types of composites — wood,
metal and 'plastic.
"I got into it because of my boy, who was small for his age at the time,
was being overpowered by pitchers big for their age," Baum said. "I figure there's got to be a way to make up for this and came up with a lightweight alternative to the wood bat that still looked and sounded and felt
like wood."
His creation is a thin layer of wood over a mix of all kinds of materials.
"This is a true composite," Baum said, without revealing his recipe.
In addition to wood the other materials involved are a multitude ray of
combinations. It continues to evolve."
Collier takes a less Stengelese view, calling the composite concoction
"beautiful stuff."
The bat Collier and associates have worked with on a field across from
the aging Cousens Gymnasium has more than 3,000 hits on it from balls
fed at 75 mph from a batting practice machine, well above the standards
set by the makers of conventional bats.
"The criterion used by wood bat makers is between 1 and 250 hits,"
Baum said.
That would translate into almost 100 hardwood bats used each year by
professional players, or about 2,000 bats for the Boston Red Sox, said
team spokesman Dan Landesman.
On a dollar basis, the wood bat costs a major league team about $20
apiece. said Bill Williams, a spokesman for Hillerich and Bradsby, better
known as Louisville Slugger.
(Coned on page 9)

This Week's Smcial.
Lg. Hamburger, Fries & Med. Drink

Dwight Rutledge of Kroger snares a line-drive during the Park League championship game on Sunday.
Kopperud Realty defeated Kroger for the title.

NL West leaders still winless
By The Associated Press
The two best teams in the
National League West still haven't
won a game after the All-Star
break.
The first-place Los Angeles
Dodgers lost four straight in Montreal, including a doubleheader on
Sunday, while the Reds lost four in
a row to Pittsburgh at Cincinnati.
All this means the Dodgers still
have their five-game lead over
Cincinnati.
While the Dodgers and Reds are
0-8 since the start of the second
half, the Pirates and Mets are a
combined 7-1.
Pittsburgh, first in the East, completed its sweep by rallying for a
10-6 victory on homers by Barry
Bonds and Bobby Bonilla.
Bonds hit a two-run homer —
his third of the series — and
sparked a five-run sixth inning with

an RBI double that tied the score at
3. Mike LaValliere followed with a
two-run double off reliever Randy
Myers to send the Reds to their
season-high sixth straight loss.
Bonilla, who was 4-for-4, hit a
two-run homer in the ninth off Don
Carman.
"Those three guys in the middle,
I don't think collectively they've
had a series like this one," Reds
second baseman Bill Doran said.
"When all three get hot, I don't
care who they're playing, that team
is going to be in trouble. All three
did a job on us."
The teams split their 12-game
series last season, which also
included a four-game Pirates sweep
at Riverfront Stadium in August.
The Reds went on to win the NL
playoff in six games.
Elsewhere in the NL it was Montreal 3, Los Angeles 2 in the first
game and Montreal 7, Los Angeles

4 in the nightcap; Atlanta 2, St.
Louis 1; Chicago 4, Houston 3; San
Francisco 17, Philadelphia 5; and
San Diego 2, New York 1.
Bob Walk (7-1) allowed three
runs and six hits in 6 1-3 innings to
lead the Pirates to their fifth consecutive win. Walk also singled home
a run to complete the five-run
sixth, when Pittsburgh batted
around.
"We've just been playing
extremely well," Bonilla said.
"We've been playing consistent
baseball — a good team with a lot
of talent playing well as a unit."
The Pirates' flight to Pittsburgh
had to be diverted to Columbus
when Pirates manager Jim Leyland
complained of chest pains. Leyland
was taken to a, hospital for tests
Sunday night for what an airline
spokesman called "sOme discomfort in his chest." He was released
early this morning.

McDowell one-hits Brew Crew

Speca, Good thru July 20

By The Associated Press
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dossort Bar, Includias Drink $695

IF

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St
Murray

753-0045

The first one-hitter of Jack
McDowell's career wasn't exactly
a nailbiter.
McDowell gave up a leadoff
home run to Paul Molitor in the
first inning, then pitched hitless
ball the rest the way Sunday as the
Chicago White Sox routed the Milwaukee Brewers 15-1 behind four
RBIs from rookie Warren Newson.
Molitor's home run was his 10th
this season. It was fourth time this
year and the 31st time in his career
he led off a game with a home run.
"One fastball that got away,"
McDowell said. "It was the only
big mistake I made all day."
McDowell (11-4) struck out four
and walked one as he increased his

career record against Milwaukee to
3-0 while winning for the sixth
time in eight starts.
"He's getting smart," Molitor
said. "He was aggrc;sive today. In
a close game, he tries to throw
more strikeouts. Today he threw a
lot of groundballs and let the
defense do the work. He wasn't
worried about strikeouts. It shows
how far he's come."
McDowell, who has pitched a
pair of two-hitters, said he didn't
think the one-hitter was his best
performance.
"Statistically, I've struck out
more and .thrown it better," he
said.
On a high-scoring day in the
American League, Kansas City
beat Detroit 18-4, Oakland beat

FAIN INSUgANCE
AGENCY

Baltimore 3-2, Texas beat Toronto
8-6, Seattle beat Cleveland 14-3,
Boston beat Minnesota. 5-3 and
California beat New York 10-2.
Mark Knudson (1-3) allowed six
hits and six runs in three-plus
innings. Chicago had 15 hits in all
and had its highest run total this
season. Part of the problem was
that Milwaukee pitchers issued
nine walks.
"We got hammered. We didn't
throw strikes," Milwaukee manager Tom Trebelhom said. "Then
we got hammered a little bit more.
People were screaming to change
pitchers, we changed pitchers.
Then they screamed to change
pitchers again, but there's only so
far you can go."

Y

red, beige leather interior, one owner, Ky. car,
new car trade-in, 40,xxx miles, mint condition.
Automatic,

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.
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Like a hunter sneaking up on
his prey, college football tiptoes
closer and closer to a national
championship playoff, an
arrangement Penn State coach
Joe Paterno has been supporting
for years.
It's a cinch, though, that the
squire of Happy Valley could
not have been thrilled with the
latest machinization, an unlikely
marriage of four bowl games,
two conferences and Notre
Dame, designed to try and
match No. 1 and No. 2 in a
dream game every year.
The agreement calls for the
Orange Bowl, Sugar Bowl, Cotton Bowl and Fiesta Bowl to
continue their conference affiliations with the Big Eight,
Southeastern Conference and
Southwest Conference. To fill
the other half of their matchups.
they would pick schools from a
five team pool that includes
Notre Dame, the champions of
the Big East and Atlantic Coast
Conferences and two other highly ranked at-large teams —
either independents or conference
members. In a down year, Notre
Dame would step aside, permitting a third at-large team to be
included.
The highest ranked team in
the pool would go to the bowl
with the highest ranked opponent. Presto, a quasi national
championship game
Missing from the mix, however, is the Rose Bowl, which
hosts the Big Ten and Pac-10
champion each New Year's Da.
And you will remember that the
Big Ten became the Big Eleven
with the addition of ... hmmm
... Penn State.
Now, suppose the Nittany
Lions happen to be No. 1 or
No. 2, a situation coach Paterno
tries to arrange each year.
Rose Bowl, here they come.
Suppose Washington is No. I.
The Huskies, remember, enjoyed
that exalted position for a time
last season.
Rose Bowl, here they come.
By excluding the game that
likes to advertise itself as the
granddaddy of all the bowls, the
alliance has cut itself off from
tW76—b-f the nation's more
formidable conferences and some
of the traditional heavyweights
of college football.
No UCLA. No Southern Cal.
No Ohio State. No Michigan.
No Iowa.
This is no problem from the
Rose Bowl's point of view.
"Whether or not we're involved
in a national championship is
really not important to us,"
said John H.B. French, executive director of the Rose Bowl.
The issue, French said, is
television ratings. When there
has been another bowl game
with national championship
implications — usually the
Orange or Sugar — the Big
Ten vs. Pac-I0 Rose Bowl has
still maintained strong audience
numbers.
"It hasn't had an impact on
us," he said. "Their ratings
with a national championship
game will be terrific. If they
don't have a national
championship game, they might
be down. We're relegated to
second place every year. Our
ratings are consistent, double
digits straight along. We're happy with that. It's a trend of 44
years and we hope it
continues."
And the alliance?
"I don't .think this will have
a great effect on us," French
said. "We didn't have any
interest in being a party to this
arrangement. We like the
arrangement we have. We have
a relationship with who we
want ot e
a relationshi
curredto pus
with.
never occurred
Waned on page 9)
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A tradslion in service
since 1981

(502)
753-06327

Hal BOCK
Associated Press
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Actions& Reactions
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
The Murray-Kentucky League 10-yearold All-Stars defeated the Marshall County All-Stars 15-8 Saturday night in Benton
to win the tournament Shane Andrus,
Markise Foster and Adam Ragsdale corn Lined on a five-hitter Foster led all players with three hits - two singles and a
eouble Micah Cathey had a single and a
eouble and O'Shea Hudspeth contributed
two singles All other players on the team
either had a hit or an RBI to their credit
The Murray 9-10-year-old tournament
begins tonight at 6 p m Both Murray
teams will play Tuesday night against
Mayfield with the 9-year-olds starting at 6
pm , followed by the 10-year-olds at
8
p

($70,000) Strange sank a 92 yard
wedge for an eagle on the first hole of
the Las Brisas course to earn $15,000
On No 13, Strange used the same club
from a fairway bunker and holed the shot
to take $35,000 He hit another wedge to
within a toot of the hole on No 9, setting
up a birdie that was worth $135,000
LYTHAM AND ST ANNES, England —
Bobby Verwey of South Africa shot a
1-under-par 71 for a one stroke victory in
the Senior British Open on Sunday Ver
wey finished with a 1 -over 285 total on
the 6,673-yard Royal Lytham course
New Zealand s Bob Charles (67) and
England's Tommy Horton (70) tied for
second at 286

AUTO RACING

in

PARK LEAGUE
Kopperud Realty defeated Kroger for
the Park League tournament title on Sunday afternoon_ Rodney Emerson had
three hits to pace Kopperud, while Brian
Hopkins singled and homered and John
Kopperud, Mathew Duke, Brandon Morris, Justin Maynard and Derek McCallum
ail had two hits_ Kyle Morris and Bradley
Harris had three hits each for Kroger,
while Chris Felts, Jason Haley and
Dwight Rutledge each had two hits
•In semifinals, Kopperud defeated Mr
Gatti's. 18-14 and Kroger defeated Physical Medicine Services 24-11 For Kopperud, Charles Scott, Justin Maynard and
Derek Stalls all homered over the fence
John Kopperud, Matthew Duke and Bran eon Morns had three hits each while
Mitch Woods. Derek McCallum. Aaron
Cowan had tour hits to Mr. Gates. Brett
ranee, Justin Boggess, Chris Faughn
arid Josh Schecther all had three hits
while Adam Yezerski, Brian Overby, Matt
Oakley and Clint Burkeen all had two
hits.
4
•In the quarterfinals on Thursday, Kopperud defeated BP East Main, 13-12
John Kopperud and Charles Scott both
had three hits while Rodney Emerson,
Matthew Duke, Derrick McCallon and
John Cantield all had two hits For BP
East Main, Gary Farnk Crass, Jonathan
Hedge, Keith Coles, Chesley Thomas
and Axel France all had three hits Derrick Bumpus, Jason Lynn, Blake Warren
,ind Willie Morris all had two hits while
Jerry Hamblin

COLT LEAGUE
011 League All-Stars for 1991 are. Scott
Adams, Ken Carmode, Wesley Cogdell,
Clay Cowan, Adam Ferguson, Darren
,;antt, Andy Gupton, Jeremy Latimer,
Jason Lee, Mitchell McClain, Scott
tecKell, T.J Myhill, Jon Reid, and Casey
,Villiams: Graft Deaton and Kerry Wilms. coaches
GOLF
FORT WORTH, Texas — Meg Mallon
shot a 4-under-par 67 for a two-stroke
victory over Pat Bradley in the 46th U S
Women's Open on Sunday Mallon, who
won the LPGA championship two weeks
ago, had a 1 -under 283 total on the
6,340-yard Colonial Country Club course.
Mallon, the only player in the held to finish below par, earned $110,000 for her
third victory of the season Bradley, who
also finished a stroke behind Mallon in
the LPGA championship, closed with an
even-par 71 for a 285 total Amy Alcott
was third at 286 after a round of 71
Laurel Kean shot a 70 to finish fourth at
287. Dottie Mochrie (71) and Chris Johnson (72) tied for fifth at 288
SUTTON, Mass — Bruce Fleisher, who
quit the PGA Tour in 1983 after 11 winless seasons, made a 40-foot birdie putt
on the seventh playoff hole Sunday to
beat Australian Ian Baker-Finch in the
New England Classic Fleisher, 42, sank
his long putt on the 11th green and then
watched as Baker-Finch missed from 25
feet to end the tour's longest playoff
since Bob Gilder needed eight extra
notes to win at Phoenix in 1983 Fleisher,
who earned $180,000, shot a 7-under 64
.-krid Baker-Finch closed with a 68 for
16-under 268 totals on the 7,110-yard
Pleasant Valley Country Club course
NEWPORT, R.I. — Larry Ziegler shot a
5-under-par 67 for a six-stroke victory
Sunday with a tournament-record total of
17-under 199 in the Newport Seniors
Cup Miller Barber set the previous tournament record of 200 in 1983 when the
event was called the Commemorative
George Archer (68), Tom Shaw (71) and
Jim Dent (71) tied for second at 205
MARBELLA, Spain — Curtis Strange
holed two shots with a new sand wedge
and won $220,000 in the first European
Skins Game on Sunday Mark Calcavecchia was second with $85,000, followed
by Bernhard Langer of Germany
475.0001 and John Bland of South Africa

SILVEF?STONE, England — Nigel Mansell of Britian sped away from the field
Sunday to capture the British Grand Prix
by 42 seconds over Gerhard Berger for
his second Formula One victory in eight
days Mansell. who had won the French
Grand Prix a week earlier, led for all but
the opening 45 seconds No other car
could match the speed of his Williams Renault. which repeatedly set lap
records Mansell, who averaged 131 227
mph, took 1 hour, 27 minutes 35 479
seconds to complete 59 laps of the
3 247-mile Silverstone circuit
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ — Bobby
Rahal. driving a Chevrolet-powered Lola,
raced to a 6 954-second victory over
teammate Al Unser Jr. in the Marlboro
Grand Prix at the Mewadowlands on
Sunday Rahal, who has 20 career victories and three at the Meadowlands, took
the lead with 89 of 150 laps remaining on
the 1 217-mile, six -turn circuit and
dashed off to margins as large as 14 9
seconds by lap 126 Despite early caution flags, Rahal averaged 95 551 mph
LOUDON, N.H — Kenny Wallace took
the lead on the 97th lap and overwhelmed the field to capture the Busch
Grand National Budweiser 300 at New
Hampshire International Speedway on
Sunday
MONROE, Wash — Geoff Bodine took
the lead for the final time shortly after the
halfway point and drove his Ford Thunderbird to a 20-second victory in the
NASCAR Motorcratt 500 stock car race
at Evergreen Speedway on Sunday

BASEBALL
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Pittsburgh Pirates
manager Jim Leyland was treated at a
hospital and released this morning after
complaining of chest pains while flying
from Cincinnati to Pittsburgh. The nature
of the 47-year-old Leyland's problem was
not known An operator at Mount Carmel
East Hospital, who refused to give her
name, would only read a hospital statement which announced Leyland's
release. The USAir flight was diverted to
Columbus on Sunday night.
TORONTO — The Toronto Blue Jays
acquired Cory Snyder from the Chicago
White Sox on Sunday for minor league
outfielder Shawn Jeter and a player to be
named later. Snyder, 28, was hitting .188
with three homers and 11 RBIs in 50
games for Chicago. The White Sox
acquired Snyder and infielder Lindsay
Foster from Cleveland for pitchers Eric
King and Shawn Hillegas during the offseason
ATLANTA — Umpire John McSherry,
who collapsed during a game between
the Atlanta and St Louis on Saturday,
was released from Piedmont Hospital on
Sunday McSherry, 46 was treated for
dehydration

OLYMPIC FESTIVAL
LOS ANGELES — America's top figure
skating team survived a spill to capture
the U S. Olympic Festival gold medal
Sunday The second day of the festival
saw competition in 19 events, ranging
from freestyle wrestling to rhythmic gymnastics The festival continues through
July 21 at sites in and around Los
Angeles

TENNIS
OSAKA, Japan — Jim Courier defeated
Michael Chang 6-4, 2-6, 6-4 in the men's
final of the Gunze World tournament
Sunday Gabriela Sabatini beat Katerina
Maleeva 7-6 (7-3), 6-2 in the women's
final.
BAS TAD, Sweden — Second-seeded
Magnus Gustalsson defeated eighthseeded Alberto Mancini 6-1, 6-2 in the
final of the Swedish Open on Sunday

CYCLING
RENNES, France — Three-time champion Greg LeMond of the United States
holds a 73-second lead over Erik Breukink of the Netherlands after Sunday's
ninth stage of the Tour de France

Tewksbury pitches
well
Glavine better
ATLANTA (AP) — Bob Tewksbury pitched well enough
to win most
games. But in most games, the opposing pitcher didn't
start
the All-Star
game.
Tom Glavine, the NL's starter last Tuesday in
Toronto, pitched a six hitter, walked none and struck out eight to become
the only 13-game winner in the National League as the Atlanta Braves
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 2-1 on Sunday, completing a four-game sweep.
Glavine (13-4) recorded his seventh complete game.
Pena's home run gave the Cardinals their first lead of After Geronimo
the series in the
first inning, Glavine allowed only one other
runner to reach third.
The victory, coupled with a doubleheader loss by
Los Angeles, allowed
the. third -place Braves to move within S'A
games of the first-place
Dodgers.
"We know that if we are going to catch the Dodgers
, we've got to go
out and pitch the way we did at the'first of
the season," Glavine said,
"and that's what we've done in this series."
The Braves went ahead in the third with two runs off
Tewksbury (6-6).
Greg Olson reached first on a throwing error by
third baseman Todd
Zeile, was sacrificed to second by Glavine, went
to third on Otis Nixon's
infield single and scored the tying run on Terry
Pendleton's sacrifice fly.
Nixon swiped his 44th base before going to third
on Pendleton's fly
and scored the go-ahead run on Ron Gant's
single.
"Give Glavine credit. He completely shut us down. We
didn't hit many
balls hard, and the ones we did were grounders,"
Cardinals' shortstop
Ozzie Smith said
"It's hard to take when one mistake costs so much,"
said St. Louis
manager Joe Torre, referring to Zeile's error. "It
looked
like
Zeile took
too much time. He looked at the seams of the ball
before throwing over.
You can't think about it. Let your reflexes take
over, and get rid of the
ball."
Torre was ejected in the seventh inning after arguing with
umpire Jerry
Davis, who had ruled that a foul fly touched the
ground while Zeile
juggled it.
Atlanta manager Bobby Cox had a better day. His
contract, which was
due to expire after this season, was extended for
two years.

Crack of the bat ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
The price for a Baum bat hasn't been set. But if each player had,
say
five bats, a lot of northern white ashe trees would be spared.
"We go through 60,000 trees. But they replenish themselves at
a rate
of 4-1. Every one cut down, four will grow as a result of nature's on
activities," Williams said. "There is not a shortage of trees."
Hillerich and Bradsby also markets aluminum and graphite
bats.
hope that every kid growing up remembers the Louisville Slugger "We
,"
George Manning, vice president of technical services. "It's certainl said
y an
intriguing idea," Manning said.
If the bat, a VA -inch model, continues to produce the hits, it could be
used at the college level as early as next season. And Collier has also had
great success with a VA -inch model that meets professional standards. It
will next be given to the Detroit Tigers for more testing. "Then the majors can hopefully :write it into the rules and regulations
indicating approval for use in the Triple-A on down, hopefully by next
spring," Baum said.
Beyond the sound of wood' versus aluminum, the durability factor is
another selling point. Even though aluminum bats are expected to last
forever, players have tended to give up on them much sooner.
"Colleges use them for a year and then put them down, claiming they
don't work anymore," Collier said. "The question there is how many hits
are in an aluminum bat. The industry says they can be used for mart.
years. But the sports folks say it loses its pop. Metallurgically it's changing. The impact of the ball is pushing the material together so that it loses
its elasticity."

Sports Writer ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
ence payout with the Rose
that this would be something
Bowl," he said. "We don't feel
we would be a part and party
deprived at all."
to. We didn't have any
Surprisingly, with all those
interest."
fancy teams available from the
Kirk Hendrix, assistant comPac-10 vs. Big Ten matchup,
missioner of the Pac-10, says
the
Rose Bowl hasn't produced
his conference is perfectly cona national champion since
tent with the way things are.'
Southern Cal in 1972. Before
"We're not prohibited from
that,
it was Ohio State in 1968.
having the national championship
So the coalition seems on
game," he said. "If the Pac-I0
firm ground with its intention
and Big Ten have the two top
of
arranging a national champranked teams, then the national
ionship
game without any help
championship is the Rose Bowl.
from the Rose Bowl.
"Both our conferences have
Unless ...
had the good fortune of being
linked to what we consider the
best bowl, the biggest bowl,
and traditionally the soundest."
Still, doesn't he feel just a
little deprived?
"We get a S7 million confer-

Steve Sammons Receives
Customer Satisfaction
Excellence Award
Steve Sammons, SERVICE DEPARTMENT MANAGER
at
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, has received the 1990
Gold
Excellence Award presented by the Ford Motor Compan
y.This
award was given to only three dealerships out of120in
the St.
Louis District. Sammons has been awarded this top award
for
three consecutive years and has also won the Silver Award
two
years. The award is presented to those demonstrating
outstanding achievement in service management and custome
r
satisfaction.
Sammons graduated from Murray High and attende
d
Murray State University. He has been employed at Parker
Ford for nine years. Sammons is married to the former Susan
Young and has four children: Jason, 20, a student at Murray
State and a member of the MSU baseball team;Stephanie,
19,
a student at Murray State; Vanessa, 16, a student at Murray
High and Jared, seven, a Murray Elementary second grade
student.
The staff at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, congratulates
Sammons on this fine achievement. Excellence in custome
r
satisfaction has helped us win the 'Chairman's Award
for
Customer Satisfaction,' the highest honor a Ford Motor
Company dealership can receive - for the fifth consecut
ive
year.

701 Main St.
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance

needs."

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance
cortPeele*
Horne Office, Bloomington,
Illinois
Like

a good neighbor, State Faun Is There,

Jane Rogers 753-9627
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Saturday • Games
Detroit 8 Kansas City 5
Toronto 3 Texas 2
Baltimore 2 Oakiand 0
/Annesota 3 Boston 1
lAlwaukee 8 Chicago 2
New VOA 2 California 0
Cleveland 6 Seattle 3
Sunday's Games
Kansas City 18 Detroit 4
Boston 5 lAnnesola 3
Chicago 15 lAiwaukse 1
Cadforrva 10 New York 2
Oakland 7, Baltimore 2 11 ,nrossis
Seattle 14 Cleveland 3
Texas 8 Toronto 6
Monday's Games
Texas (Alexander 4-1k at Detroit (Meacham 2-0)
635 pm,
BC410n 18010n 7-6) at Chicago IGarcia
0-31 705
pm
lAnnesota lEnclison 12-3i at Milwaukee IHUrrliar
0-2). 795 pm
Toronto (Jo Guzman 3-2) at Kansas city (Boddie;
Of 7-7). 7 35 p m
Cleveland (Boucher 0-51 at Oakland (Hawkins 3-5)
9 05 p m
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Chicago 4 HouSlon 3
Pittsburgh 5 Cinannao 2
Neer York 3 San Diego 1
Atlanta 10, St Louis 5
Los Angeles at Montreal pod ran
San Franasco 7 Phitadelpnia 5
Sunday's Games
Montreal 3. Los Angeles 2 1st game
Montreal 7 Los Angevin 4 2n4 game
Atlanta 2 Si Louis 1
Chicago 4 Houston 3
San Francisco 17 Philadelphia 5
vow
San
Pittsbu
Cincinn
Ni
rgri 12
0 N"
Monday's Games
St Louis 10ivras 2-1 at CinannatillAnulaili 0-01

in

San
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21)
733-9627
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

E

RACER
CLUB
MEETING
Monday, July 15
at 6:30 p.m.
*****
Sirloin Stockade

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
Murray

PAGE 9

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

"The Area's Most Established and Experienced Dealership"

1
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753-5273
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American items featured at Murray Art Guild exhibit
Patriotism and the spirit of
America is running at an all-time
high in the United States and no

\

•

where in the region is it more apparent than at the Murray Art Guild.
"Red, White and Blue," the Art

Guild's July exhibit is an outstanding display of the varied talents ot
the Guild members. Before entering the Guild, housed in the turnof-the-century Will Linn house on
North Sixth St., the huge American
flag and exhbit title display grab
your attention and respect. Flags,
banners and flowerpolts featuring
the red, white and blue theme peep
from windows and around corners,
hinting at further treasures to be
revealed inside.
As you step past the front door,
off of the Victorian porch, festooned with more flags, banners,
ferns and potted plants (along with
several comfortable chairs and
benches to encourage conversation
and lively artistic disussion), your
eyes immediately are drawn to the
two-story foyer's display and the
opening lines of "America, the
Beautiful," which run throughout
the exhibii
Creativity and ingenuity abound
in the exhibit, designed and
arranged by gallery director,
Richard Jackson, Guild member
and retired director of Murray
State's Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
"The Guild members have been
really working for this exhibit,"
Jackson said. "On July the Fourth,

during Freedom Fest, we served
watermelon, popcorn and lemonade
— a taste of America!"
"This show should really dispell
the notion many people have of the
Murray Art Guild," said President
Patricia Clark. "We're not just
little old ladies painting watercolors of flowers."
This is readily seen as one walks
through the Guild's downstairs gallery. The exhibit flows from room
to room and includes 40 works by
25 artists, all Guild members.
Watercolors, oils, pastels, acrylics,
pen and ink and paper collage are
all represented in two-dimensional
pieces that run from works six-feet
by three-feet; Teresa Bazzell's
91 STEALTH R/T TURBO
acrylic "I'll be an artist when I
The Ultimate All wheel drive, all wheel steering twin
grow up... or maybe an Indian or a
turbo 300 H P 0-60 in 4 89 sec Loaded including
Cowboy," to a four-inch squre pen
leather, ultimate sound system and anti lock brakes
and ink/watercolor abstract by
Red with charcoal interior
Trudy Baker.
List $31 495
Three dimensional works include
a ship's model by Robert CrenADVANTAGE:
shaw, a carved wooden cane
New Hours:
"Desert Storm" by Judy Pierce, and
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
a dress designed and constructed
Tues. & Wed. 'till 6
by
Marie Tucker. Other threeSat. 'till 5
CHR YSLER•PL YMOUTH.DODGE.JEEPEAGLE
dimensional works include weavings, pottery, collages, optical
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448
structures and a photo slide show.
In keeping with the exhibit's
theme, a collection of Americana
pieces are also displayed. Some of
these are old political buttons,
handcrafted toys, antique model
cars and neon sculpture.
The upstairs gallery is devoted to
a collection of works by outside
artists depicting a variety of
American images. These run from
modern abstract to a portrait of a
World War II soldier, painted on
parachute silk done during the war
in North Africa.
"This show really represents the
many ages and artistic talents of
our Guild members," said Margaret
Suite 204E, Medical Arts Building
Crawford. "We're really growing
and becoming a very strongfocal
300 South 8th Street
"I look forward to practicing
point in the local artistic
Murray, Kentucky
community."
medicine and meeting the
"We welcome any artists interpeople in Murray and
ested to come and join us, we have
Calloway County."
great plans for the upcoming year,"
Appointments will begin July 15.
Clark said.
Call (502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
Whether you're an interested
--Robert korolevich, M.D.
artist, patron of the arts, collector,
Family Practitioner
photographer, or simply a spectator, anyone who doesn't take the
time to stop by the Art Guild and
view "Red, White and Blue" will
MiTIS3
MUM MET definitely miss one of the highlights of the summer.
The Guild is open on Tuesdays
.04
• 'A T
and
Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 4
'TO
/
"•••
sows
WELCH'S p.m. and Sundays from
TTTTA,
P
,
'
1 p.m. to 4
•NERSHEY'S
p.m. throughout the month of July.
KISSES CM AIIMATURES
61.0,,mi.

BEST
OFFER

•

Robert M. Korolevich, M.D.
Family Practitioner
announces the opening
of his practice for
Family Practice.
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The Carmen room of the Gallery houses most of the 3•D pieces of the
exhibit; Clell Petetson watches the Photo Slide Show by Beth Parker,
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Notice

Legal
Notice

ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSAL
Sealed proposals will be received by the Board of
Education of the Murray Independent School
District until 1:00 p.m., July 29,1991 at the Board
of Education Office, 9th & Poplar, Murray,
Kentucky, for the purchase of:
Milk
Specifications and bidder qualifications may be
secured from the office of the Food Service
Director. The right to reject any and all bids,
waiver informalities and to accept the lowest
and/or best proposal is reserved by the Board of
Education.

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will receive
sealed bids for Bituminous Asphalt
Paving and Street Milling. Bids are
to be delivered to the City Clerk's
Office by 2:00 p.m. on August 8,
1991. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office on 5th &
Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky.

INVITATION
TO BID ON
SCHOOL
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLE
INSURANCE
The
Calloway
County Board of
Education whose address is 2110 College
Farm Road, P.O. Box
800, Murray, Kentucky, hereby invites
you or your agent to
bid on insurance for
the school transportation vehicles operated in this school
district either by this
board or under contract to this board.
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Receiving
bids
through
July 31
for house
located at
104 N. 10th
Street.
(To be removed
from property)

Call 753-3182
(8 a.m.-5 p.m.)

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
*tree local dawn serv,cs

A Local Church Congrega
bon would like to get loan of
• $60,000 for purchase of
church building property
Would pay reasonable interest rate Call 759-1602

VCR Service
All Brawl

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
AS SEEN ON TV

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR TRAILERS
NO E XPEMIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE
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1-800-334-1203

020
Notice

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

060
Help
Wanted
CARPORT
247-7831
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MEN and women sell
Christmas Around the
World Earn extra money
Free kit, free training, no
delivery, no collecting
753 1087
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elf

PART-time sales clerk with
experience in retail sales
Apply in person Mr Tuxedo, 304 E Main St

4(;
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PSYCHOLOGISTS Excellent opportunity to join the
multidisciplinary team on a
new 16-bed inpatient ger
opsychiatric unit in Paris,
TN Previous clinical inpatient geropsychiatric experience prefererd We have
the following opening
PSYCHOLOGIST-PHD
and TN license required or
PSYCHOLOGICAL
EXAMINER Masters level
psychologist required
Must have TN psychological examiner license
COMPETATIVE SALARY
and BENEFITS Send resume to Roger Berniss,
Program Manager Henry
County Medical Center. Ty
son Avenue, Paris, TN
38242 or call (901)
642-1220 for information
EOE

Ar

(e)
plc
prc
to I
the

SEWING Machine Operator Prefer applique skills
Apply in person 9 30-5 00
Fayes next to Wal Mart

Now Hiring
Licensed
Real Estate
Agents
Join us and find
out why our agents
earn more $ $ $ $
For a
confidential
interview call

installers

ealt.iwr

MTG.

CASE Manager, full time
Bachelors degree required
Domestic violence prefered Please submit resume by July 19, 1991 to
P0 Box 98, Paducah, KY
42002

p2i.qt.al

753-4000

TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Full-time, Monday through
Friday. day time, flexible
scheduling available Requires experience and fa13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- miliarity with medical termiINGS NEED a job'
, A nology and medical record
GED'
,Hope for the future", procedures High school
You may qualify if 'You do graduate with courses in
not have your GED or high typing, business, english
school diploma, You are and office procedures rebetween the ages of 16 & commended Competitive
21 We are an E 0 E This benefits No phone calls
project is funded by the please Complete applicaWestern Kentucky Private tion atior submit resume to
Marshall County Hospital.
Industry Council- JTPA
Call J TPA Out Of School 503 George McClain Dr.
Benton, KY 42025 ATT
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
PERSONNEL
8a m 11 30a m
COOK. Murray State University Full-time position
One year of experience in
commercial food preparation required with two to five
years experience preferred Good math skills are
essential. Must be knowledgeable of methods of
preparation, equipment
and supply use, and sanitation and safety Salary
$5 59 per hour Apply at
Department for Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd, Murray, KY
42071 EOE/MFVH
COUNSELOR, 1 full-time.
1 part-time position Bachelors degree required
Domestic violence preferred Please submit resume by July 19, 1991 to
P0 Box 98, Paducah, KY
42002
DEPENDABLE, honest, reliable, hardworking housekeeper needed Must like
children Position currently
available 1-2 days/week
Send resume, references
and salary requirements to
P0 Box 1040C Murray.
KY 42071
GET Hired the easy wayi
Learn how to get employers
to call you and give you the
job you want Results Guaranteed Free recorded information 615 331 1522
Dept KM17
GRAPHIC ARTIST to do
layout, illustration, oat cam
era,compute Send resume to
Frontier Graphics Advenising
Agcy, P.O. Hot 1067, /100msville, KY 42241

WENDY'S is now accepting applications for parttime help. days and evenings Please apply in person, daily 2-4pm 1111
Chestnut, Murray

BABYSITTING, my home
M-F 753-9202
BUSINESS and residential
cleaning 8 years experience References supplied
435-4146
FEMALE roommate for pin
vately owned mobile home
Fully furnished 753-4260
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016
WILL stay with sick or elderly any shift Good references and experience
Consider live in 753 4590
for information
WOULD like to babysit
nights in my home
437-4546
100
Business
Opportunity
LOCAL VENDING BUSINESS. 11 snack machines on
location in Murray. You own
the machines, order your own
stuck, set your own hours.
753-8251. If no answer leave
name and number. your call
will- be returned.
RESTAURANT. Deli and
Office Equipment New and
used Out of business
Many small items Paris
TN 901-644 1115

NOW hiring manager trai
nees Apply in person at SERVICE Station for lease
753-0212
McDonalds of Murray

Attes

— '7

"":.• ewe

ORDINANCE 111-951
AN AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE NO. 793, AN ORDINANCE REGULATING
THE USE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SEWERS
AND DRAINS.

UHE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Train to be a
TRUCK DRIVER

"Significant Violation": A violation that meets one or more of the following criteria:
(A)Chronic violations of waste water discharge
limits, defined here as those in which sixty-six percent or more of the measurem
ents taken during a six-month period exceed (by any
magnitude) the daily maximum limit for the same pollutant parameter;

• Job Recruiters on Site
Course %0:70;..tv
• COL Training
Commercial

(D)Any discharge of a pollutant that has caused imminent endangerment to human
health, welfare or to the environment or has resulted in
the POTW's exercise of its emergency authority to halt or prevent such
a discharge;
(E)Failure to provide, Within 30 days after the due date,required reports such as
baseline monitoring reports, 90-day compliance reports,
periodic self-monitoring reports, and reports on compliance with complian
ce schedules;
(F) Failure to accurately report noncompliance;
(H)Any other violation or group of violations which the Superintendent determin
es will adversely affect the operation or implementation
to the local pretreatment program.
"Dilution Stream": Any wastewater not generated by a process regulated for
the specific pollutant by a categorical standard under 40
CFR, Subchapter N.

11n

270

(14)(P 1) The Mayor may suspend a Permit for
Industrial Wastewater Discharge, when such suspension is necessar
y in order to stop a
discharge which presents an imminent hazard to the
public health, safety, or welfare, to the local environment or to
the City's sewerage
system.
SECTION VII. ARTICLE V, USE OF PUBLIC
SEWER, Section 15 is hereby amended by inserting the followin
g paragraph:
(15/An Industrial User Discharge Permit shall not be reassigne
d or transferred or sold to a new owner,new user, different premises
or a new
or changed operation without, at a minimum,
a thirty-day prior notification of the change to the Superint
endent and provision of a copy of
the existing permit to the new owner. The
Superintendent may deny the transfere of the permit if it is deemed
necessary to comply with
provisions of this Ordinance. (40 CFR 403.8
9f) (1).
SECTION VIII. ARTICLE V, USE OF
PUBLIC SEWER, Section 16 is hereby amended
to include the following:
The industrial user shall report new and/or increased
pollutants discharged to the sewers of the City. The Superintendent
shall have the
authority to deny or condition such changes
if necessary.
BASELINE MONITORING REPORT (BMR)
A baseline monitoring report must be submitte
d to the Superintendent by all industries at least ninety (90)
days prior to initiation of
discharge. The MIR shall contain the followin
g;
A. SIC code, production rate, process descripti
on, list of raw materials, chemicals used in process, chemicals
used in cleanup, and finished
product (s) produced.
B. Name of facility contact person
C. Total plant flow, types of discharges.
(batch), (continuous), average and maximum flows from
each process.
D. Name and concentration of pollutants
discharged to the public sewer system that are regulated by this
ordinanc
e, state and/or federal
pretreatment standards, sample type and location.
E. List of all pretreatment equipment.
SELF MONITORING REPORTING:
In accordance with 40 CFR 403.12(g), any industria
l user subject to a categorical pretreatment standard, after the complain
ce date of such
pretreatment standard, or, in the case of a new
source,'
after commencement of the discharge into the POTW, shall submit
to the control
authority during the months of June and Decembe
r,unless required more frequently in the pretreatment standard or by
the control authority
or the approval authority, a report indicating the
nature and concentration of pollutants in the effluent which are limited
by such categorical
Pretreatment Standards. The report shall include
measured or estimated average daily flows for the reporting period.
SECTION IX. ARTICLE V, USE OF
P,UBLIC SEWER, Section 17, is hereby amended to
include the following:
As required by 40 CFR 403.8(f)(2)(v), Inspect
and sample the effluent from each Significant Industrial User at least
one(1)time per year.
Slug Discharge. Evaluate at least once every
two(2) years, whether each Significant Industrial User needs a plan to control slug discharge
.
If the POTW decides that a slug control
plan is needed, the plan shall contain at a minimum,
the following elements.
A. Description of discharge practices, including
non-routine batch discharges.
R. Description of stored chemicals
C. Procedures for immediately notifying the POTW
of slug discharges, including any discharge that would violate
a prohibition under 40
CFR 403.5 (b), with procedures for follow-up
written notification Within five (5) days.
D. Procedures to prevent adverse impact from accidenta
l spills, including inspection and maintenance of storage
areas, handling and
transfer of materials, loading and unloading operation
s, control of plant site run-off, worker training, building
of containment structures or
equipment measures for containing toxic organic pollutant
s (including solvents) and/or measures and equipment for
emergency response.
DISCHARGE OF HAZARDOUS WASTE:
As required by 40 CFR 403.12(p)The Industrial user
shall notify the POTW,the EPA Regional Waste Managem
ent Division Director and
State Hazardous waste authorities in writing of any
discharge into the POTW of any hazardous waste. The report
shall contain the following:
A. The hazardous waste number
B. Type of discharge (continuous, batch, or
other)
C. Volume and Mass of discharge
SECTION X. ARTICLE V, USE -OF PUBLIC
SEWER, Section 18 is hereby repealed.
SECTION Xl. ARTICLE VI, USE OF PUBLIC
SEWER, Section I, Paragraph one (1), Sentence two (2) is hereby deleted.
SECTION XII. ARTICLE VIII, USE OF
PUBLIC SEWER, Section 1 (c) (1) is hereby amended to state:
"Whether or not a duly notified
industrial user appears as noticed, immediate enforcement action may
be pursued."
SECTION XIII. ARTICLE XIII,USE OF PUBLIC
SEWER,Section A.,Paragraph(B)is hereby amended to include the following:
I. All discharge limits calculated under 40 CFR 403.6(c)(304)
must be complied with by all Industrial Users subject to production based
standards.
2. Each Industrial User shall report to the Pretreatment
Coordinator production- ratti annually.
SECTION XIV. All ordinances or portions of ordinanc
es in conflict with this ordinance are hereby repealed. In all other respects
Ordinance 793 as amended is hereby reaffirmed.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 27
day of June, 1991.
Adopted by the Murray City Council on the 11 day
of July, 1991.
Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

Chuck Foster, Acting Mayor
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1 -ton

C-FARMALL Tractor,
1954, good shape Has
bush -hog, plow and disc
Can be seen at House of
Willow on HWY 94 4 miles
east of Murray $1750
753-9545

Tr,morn In
14401,4.0emo 7'

Lhosiock
& Supplies

1990 14x70 3BR 1/,
bath Must sell Price negotiable Must see to ap
preciate 753-9724 after
6pm

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies
759 1823 or
753-4545

Want
To Buy

HOYT Easton bow, all accessories 759-4018

2 BOOKS by Janice Hol
Giles 40 Acres and No
Mule and Miss Willie
753-1385 Call evenings

ONE year old men's Pro
Line golf clubs Sand
wedge through 3 iron Call
anytime and leave message 753-5904

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

propane tank 10'x3 Can
be seen at Calloway
County Public Library M F
9am-5pm Sold as is $450
753-2288
CORONADO flat wall paint
5gal can $3495 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th Street Murray
Dehumidifier, 32 pint, used
two weeks Magnavox ste
reo record player console
wonderful tone Maple twin
bed w/box spring Full size
box spring Pan-O-Matic
Tappan stove with 8 club
aluminum pans 753-1150
DINING table wrought iron
legs $150 Yamaha key•
board $100 Card table 8
metal folding chairs $40
Refrigerator dolly $75 All
great condition Call for
more info 759-4085

MOVING 4 pc king size
waterbed set Super single
waterbed 8 pc all wood
dining suite, 5HP mower
self propelled wcatcher 8ft
wood picnic table, porch
swing Cast iron stove
436-5008
MOVING Gilson 11 HP I C
riding mower w38" cut
$485 Wood desk and
chair Couch Teac tape
deck, Sansui turn table and
receiver Wood mantel and
dog box 759-4018
NINTENDO games for
sale 437-4016
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
RIDING
436-5651

lawnmower

WOODBURNING stove
Grandma
model 436-2858

STANLEY dining room
suite in fruttwood Set includes table two leaf's,two
captains chairs plus four
regular chairs hutch with
glass front and lighted interior Table also comes with
pad Set sold new 5 years
ago for $2300 now asking
$1350 Suite in excellent
condition Also ping pong
table and accessories $80
59-9872 If no answer,
leave message

Custom Design Rugs
Rolle Of Cony'Otsect From Any
WI Of Your Chows At Wildseesle %Kee We NJ,.

404-695-0090

Custom Rugs, Inc.
404 IAA 0.hi

Pots
& Supplies

2BR trailers Appliances
water, and trash pick up
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
3BR, 1 bath wicentral H A
$275/mo Water furnished
Coleman RE 753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Heating
And Cooling
Firewood

DON'T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now
Ask for John
759-9710
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

AIR conditioner repair
Free estimate 436-2904

USED piano $850
753-4146 after 5 30pm

4 CAR shop with office Call
753-4509

AKC
Shelties
502-642-2723
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray to over
12yrs 436-2858
MT Feist Pups Excellent
tree dog stock 436-2336
after 6pm

Puppies

WOULD like to find good
home for male Rat Terrier
Approximately 10mos Has
had all shots 759-1565
Ann
Produce

310
Want
To Rent

WOULD like to rent smal
farmhouse in Murray area
Miscellaneous
before August 1 wplace to
34 horse Quincy commer- keep horses 762-6158
cial air compressor 3 leave message
phase $350 753-0062
320
753-9714
Apartments
AGREE Carports 12x21
For Rent
Reg $1295 on sale for
2BR.
bath stove, re$995 20x21 reg $1795 on
frigerator, dishwasher, WI)
sale for $1295 Call Mayhook-up, garage $325/mo
field 247-7831
$200 deposit 437-4855 or
CHRISTOPHER S COINS 753-6266
is expanding! We now otter
1 or 2BDRM apartment
stamps and stamp supplies
753-4109
along with silver dollars,
proof sets, U S and foreign FOR Rent New 2 bedcoins and coin supplies room, 2 bath duplex with
Coins and stamps are great garage at 1405 Michelle Dr
hobbies, they also make (off Northwood Dr ) No
wonderful gifts and invest- pets 759-4586
ments Visit us today at the
New large energy efficient
Ox-Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House 2bdrm Central gas 1-{/A
and Book Rack (Murry), Appliances, utility room,
the Mercantile (Aurora) and $385/rno Available Aug 1
the Book Shelf (Paris) We 753-8828
buy coins and stamps and NICE 1,2,3br apartment
appraise estates
Filtaished, near campus
502-753-4161
Also 1-3br house, 1-4br
house WO hook-up Day
CUB Fermat! tractor Hy9-5 753-6111, night
draulic lift and belly mower
753-0606
$ 1 800
7 5 3 0 06 2
TAKING applications for
753-9714
section 8 rent subsidized
FA BRIC•FABRIC•FA•
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedBRIC 50% off! Country Rerooms Apply Hilldale Apts
mnants, Hwy 68-641 (Next to Hardin,
Ky
or call
Bonanza), Draffenville, KY 502-4374113 EHO
(Marshall Co)
IBM Computer 34 ", 54'
arid hard-drive/printer, monitor $1000 neg 6 months
old 753-2243
2BR bock Hwy 121 in Coldwater No pets Deposit
SINGER Electronic sewing
and references required
machine Model 2210 99
$275/mo 489-2440 leave
decorative sbches 3 yk)
message
Used less than a dozen
times $900 new, asking 2BR house S 12th Street
753-4109
$250 753-0062 753-9714

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
Ky

AKC registered Dachshund
puppies Shots up-to-date
Take home now 492-8800

POODLE
753-2068

240

TILLERS front-tine 5HP
chain drive Briggs & Stratton engine $29999 Wal
len Hardware Downtown
Paris

AKC Miniature red Dachs
hund puppies 8 weeks old
753-7505

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

NICE Business Bldg 6500
sq ft High traffic area
Pleanty of parking S 4th
and Sycamore 753-1513

TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards arid plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
FULL
2
mattress sets with 'vating Inc
headboards $75,ea 10pc.
living room pit group, blue, WOODEN storage build
ings 8x16 starts at $1095
$250 498-8950 after 8pm
1016' $142450, 1224
BLACK lacquer coffee and $2395 Other sizes avail
end tables 3 years old
able Acree Portable Build
$125
753-5146 or ings 502-247-7831
753-7262

OAK Table, 4 chairs Maple
table. 4 chairs Queen
bedspread and curtains
Maple bed Child vanity
Table lamp 753-4801

Mobile
Homes For Rent

21n

Home
Furnishings

LIVINGROOM Suite Includes sofa, rocker, chair, 2
wooden end tables and 1
coffee table (4 wood and
'4 cushions) Reasonably
priced $300 Must Sell
753-9869 after 10am

280

2BR 753-9866

140

GOOD clover hay Wasn t
rained on after cut $15,roll
Bethel church roao
753-8274

370

Mobile
Horne. For Sale

Instruction

"Significant Industrial User": Shall mean any Industrial User as well as all categoric
al users of the City's wastewater disposal system who
CASH for mobile home
(1)has a flow of twenty-five thousand(25,000)gallons or more per average
work day,or(2)has a flow greater five percent(5%)of the work
tires $7-$12 each We will
day or(3) has in his waste toxic pollutants as defined pursuant to Section 307 of
the Act of(Kentucky)Statutes and rules or(4)is found by
remove Will also buy ax
the City,(Kentucky Department of Natural Resources) or the U.S. Environm
ental Protection Agency (EPA)to have significant impact, I les 527-2932
either singly or in combination with other contributing industries, on the wastewat
er treatment system, the quality of sludge, the system's
effluent quality, or the air emissions generated by the system.
LOT for mobile home in
country with well and sep
SECTION II. ARTICLE V, USE OF THE PUBLIC SEWER, Section
4(a) is hereby repealed and replaced with the following:
tic 753-1173
4(a)As required by 40CFR 40.5(b)(I)no person shall discharge pollutants which
will create fire or hazard in the POTW.Including, but not
USED and antique furnilimited to, wastcstrearn with 'a closed cup flashpoint of less than 140 degrees Fahrenhe
it OT 60 degrees Centrigrade using the test method,
ture, glass, tools, quilts
specified in 40 CFR 261.21.
901-642-6290
Article V, Section 4 is hereby amended to include the following:_.
USED or Junk air condition(e) No person shall discharge or cause to be discharged any pollutants or substanc
ers 436-2904
es which may cause the POTW's effluent or any other
product to the POTW such as residues, sludges, or scum to be unsuitable for
reclamation and reuse or to interfere with the reclamation
process where the POTW is pursuing reuse and reclamation program.In no case
150
shall a substance discharged to the POTW cause the POTW
Articles
to be in noncompliance with sluge use or disposal criteria, guidelines or regulatio
ns affecting sludge use or disposal developed pursuant to
For Sale
the Solid Waste Disposal Act, or State criteria applicable to the sludge
management method being used.
4YR old Gilson 8HP, 30'
SECTION 'III. ARTICLE V, USE OF THE PUBLIC SEWER, Section
5 is hereby amended to include the following:
lawn tractor with grass
(k) No person shall discharge or caused to be discharged any trucked or hauled pollutant
catcher $650 753-1326
s, except at discharge points designated by the
POTW (40 CFR 403.5 (b) ).
evenings
Article V, Section 5 (b) is hereby repealed and replaced with the following
500 GALLON ground type
:
(b)(1) Any water or waste, vegetable oils, animal fats, whether emulsified or not in
excess of 100 mg/1 or containing substances which may
solidify or become viscous at temperatures between 32 degrees and 150 degrees
Fahrenheit(0° and 65° C), Any Wastewater treatment
system who violates this requirement will be charged an additional fifteen cents
(.15)per pound for any discharge in excess of 100 mg/1.
(b)(2) Any water or waste containing hydracarbon based oil and grease, whether
emulsified or not, in excess of 50ing,/1 or containing
substances which may solidify or become viscous at temperatures between
32° and 150° Fahrenheit (0° and 65° C). Any user of the
wastewater treatment plant found in violation of this provision will be charged
with a violation and fined $250.00. Each day the violation
continues will constitute a separate violation.
SECTION IV. ARTICLE V, USE OF PUBLIC SEWER, Section
6 is hereby repealed and replaced with the following:
(a)No person shall discharge or caused to be discharged any industria
l wastewater directly or indirectly to sewerage facilities owned
by the
City without first obtaining a City Permit for Industrial
Wastewater Discharge.
(b)The permit for Industrial Wastewater Discharge may require
pretreatment of industrial wastewaters before discharge, restrictio
n of peak
flow discharges, discharge of certain wastewaters only to
specified sewers of the City.
(c) Any agency and/or industries outside of the jurisdiction of
the City that wish to contribute wastewaters to the POTW must
first sign
(through an authorized representative)an inter-jurisdictional
agreement whereby the agency and/or industrial user agrees to be
regulated by
all provisions of this Ordinance, state and federal regulatio
ns.
SECTION V. ARTICLE V, USE OF PUBLIC SEWER
, Section 12 is hereby amended as follows:
(12) All measurements, tests, and analyses of the character
istics of water and wastes to which reference is made in this Ordinanc
e shall be
determined in accordance with 40 CFR 136 and 40 CFR 261 EPA
Pretreatment Standards, and the current edition of"Standard Methods
for
the Examination of Water and Wastewater": published by the
American Public Health Association, and shall be determined
at the control
manhole provided, or upon suitable samples taken at said control
manhole shall be considered to be the nearest down-stream
manhole in the
public sewer to the point at which the building sewer is connecte
d. Sampling shall be carried out by customarily accepted methods
to reflect
the effect of constituents upon the sewage works and to determin
e the existence of hazards to life, limb and property.(The
particular analysis
involved will determine whether a twenty-four (24)
hour composite of all outfalls of a premise is appropriate or whether
grab sample or
samples should be taken. Normally, but not always,
BOD and suspended solids analyses are obtained from 24-hour composit
es of all
outfalls whereas pH is determined from periodic
grab samples).
SECTION VI. ARTICLE V, USE OF PUBLIC SEWER
,Section 14 is hereby amended by deleting the first paragraph
and inserting
the following:

1991

LASSIFIEDS

WHEREAS,the City of Murray operates a wastewater treatment facility for the treatment
and disposal of wastewater and other effluents,
and
WHEREAS, the operation of said wastewater treatment plant is subject to the rules
and regulations of the Environmental Protection
Agency as administered by the Cabinet for Natural Resources and Environmental Protectio
n. Department for Environmental Protection, a
state agency, and
WHEREAS, a pre-treatment compliance inspection was conducted in Murray on
November 27, 1990, ar.d
WHEREAS, following said pre-treatment compliance inspection, the Cabinet has
recommended an amendment to this ordinance to
comply with the appropriate Federal regulations.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT HEREBY ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
FOLLOWS:
_SECTION 1. ARTICLE I, DEFINITIONS is hereby amended to include the following:

(B)Technical Review Criteria(TRC)- violations, defined here as those in which
thirty-three percent or more of all of the measurements
for each pollutant parameter taken during a six-month period equal or exceed
the product of the daily maximum limit or the average limit
multiplied by the applicable TRC (TRC = 1.4 for BOD, TSS, fats, oil and
grease, and 1.2 for all other pollutants except pH);
(C)Any other violation of a pretreatment effluent limit(daily maximum or longer-term
average)that the Superintendent determines has
caused, alone orin combination with other discharges, interference or pass-thr
ough (including endangering the health of POTW personnel
or the general public);

MONDAY, JULY 15,

3BR, 2 bath wicarport
Central H/A Good neighborhood $450/mo Coleman RE 753-9898
3BR $300imo + deposit
Coleman RE 753-9898
NEW 3br. 2 bath Available
Aug 1st 753-7457

APPLES for pies and applesauce Four varieties of
plums Large yellow swee
corn McKenzie Orchard
753-4725
NOW Selling Futrell sweet
corn Yellow and Silver
Queen 753-8848

34 ACRES wimobile home
24x30 garage/shop Beautiful building spot w
tendable land Will consider
selling separately Must
see
753-5490 or
435-4250 Leave message
BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L
San
Lots
For Saki
WOODED lots in Lyn
nwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads
city water natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

3BR brick. 14 bath, fire
place West of Gatesboro
$65,000 Also 3 city lots
$9,500 - $10,500
753-0800
ASSUMABLE VA loanl
on this great 4br, 2 bath
family home in a good lace
tion Fenced-in back yard
and price reduced to upper
$60s Call Kopperud Realty,753-1222. tor a show
ing MLSI3008

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
Wed tien do C Ycw can is a repesentadye Wing insurance and otter finanaal
service groducts ta -Tbe PriJciersai •sit be worksg Icy one of We IOC dew
companies ic sal lor • Youl gef sat rasing saie cl-beart sigpcs a
gorpenenspoe ccmpirisairn package ard ca:coflow la mewed earwigs
growl"
Fly mac niamaton cal me mai Rio Ilanir 1553 Park Plaza Rd Paducah
Ky 42001 1 500-264•0950
-*Now beet Ccmperwees so Sell F
1.1 0Peare•ey
pogtenoo ere Jae, Wiiee
Sone Inc Pam Yon,

TN.

'369
Be a park of The Rock*

Gr pup

An INC1,-,a1 Op0Or1unity lerrpoyer

ThePrudential*
01990 Ter Psweentess Iresolenees Cowper" cd Amotca

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest]
gations Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray. 753-2641
27n
Mobilo
Homes For Sale
10x40, 1BR 753-9866
12x60 2BR Must see to
appreciate Extras $5500
753-2336 after 6pm
14)(80, 3BR. 2 bath Fox
Meadows 753-6777 or
753-3855
1979 1400 MELODY Mo
narch 3br, 2 bath Unftirn
ished
$8500 firm
436-5272
1988 FLEETWOOD 'Axe°,
3br, 2 bath central A/C,
deck and underpinning included 753-0703
1989 COUNTRYSIDE mobile home 14x70, 2br. 2
bath (1 yr/garden tub), can
tral AC Underpinning in
chided 753-3096

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Pan B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more informauon call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
.160

520

Homes
For Salt

I

Motorcycles

2BORM home Nicely de
corated neatly land
scaped, central HA (gas),
detached garage & Outbuilding Great access to
Murray or Benton $35 000
437-4883
2BR w.carport outbuilding
on 3 lots near lake
$19500 Coleman RE
753-9898

1980 HARLEY Davidson
Superglide 1340 Lots of
chrome Excellent condi
bon Serious inquiries only
$5500 759-17%

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

1964 HONDA Goldwing In
terstate 1200 engine bur
gundy 48xxx miles $1850
753-8563

1986 Olds Della Royale
Brougham 2 dr,,
nice, 68x4x rn.les $5,995

1987 KAWASAKI KDX
200 Reel good condition
3BR, 1 bath brick home Some extras Very depend
with carport on large lot able $1100 436-5642
1605 Parklane Dr Fire
damage in utility room, light 83 CAM AM 250 motorcysmoke damage in remain- cle First $150 753-0062
der of house Needs re- 753-9714
modeling inside, but Struc- 86 YZ250 85 HONDA
ture still sound Selling to Goldwing 436-2667
settle estate 753-0697 before 5pm or 759-1928 after HONDA 200 three
wheeler Call atter 6pm
6pm
753-3293
4BR,3 bath, LR, DR,family
room, country kitchen, 2 car
attached + 3 car garage in
480
back 753-0724
Auto
Services
BEAUTIFUL 5br bock, 3
bath 4 car garage On 4 NEW and used tees Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
acres, 5 minutes from Mur
ray Will consider trade 753-5500
753-3672 after 5pm
COME SEE A quality log
home by Appalachin Log
Structures! Model now under
construction on Hwy 280 East
(Pottertown Road). For infor
ITIAL1041 call 753-6807.
COMFORT you can at
ford in this beautiful
brand new 3br, 2 bath
home located on a 1i: acre
lot close to town Home
features a greatroom, large
deck and oversized garage $80s Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222
MLS#2770
INSTANTLY Appealingi
Enjoy quality throughout in
this maintenance-free
home in Puryeer. TN Fruit
trees and a garden complete the package for a
perfect home Priced in the
$90s Contact Joan at Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS#3218
NEW 3br, 2 bath home
Double car garage front
porch, custom oak cabinets
wifull lighted ceiling Quality throughout Near oaks
country club $82,000
Warkentin- Penner Homes
759-4422 435-4013 or
345-2462
OWNER RELOCATING wishes to sell large 12 room
4000 sq ft custom-built,
energy efficient home (with
720 sq tt attached garage
with workshop)on 21 ale
27, miles north of city limits Acreage has six figure
developmental possibilities Home has many special and extra features
Owner will consider email
in-town house on Wade
753-6869
PRICED for immediate
sale 3br, spacious house
Central WA, remodeled 2
years ago Kitchen, dining
room, utility room. 1 bath
No reasonable otter will be
refused Contact Kathryn
Glass at Roberts Realty
Murray
WATERFRONT Ky lake
subdivision 4br, 2 balh,
wicovered dock 354-6006

530
Boats
& Motors

1985 Plymouth Carvelle
4 dr , ioaced
1 owner
$2,750

1988 RUNABOUT Will sell
for pay-off 753-3682
BASS boat 1989 19%7 ft
Kingfisher w/1989 Mercury
200HP, 1989 Red River
custom trailer Boat and
motor still under warranty
$12,500 753-7307
sle
Services
Offered

Mercury Linz
hatchback, 4 cyl ,
air,
condbon $2,150

A1A Landscaping and
grounds keeping Mowing
trimming, tree removal,
hauling, mulching Maio( or
minor cleanups 492-8254

1980 Chevy Pickup
V-8, aeto.. ..... $1,995

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495

1985
3 dr.
auto,
good

1979 Olds
2 dr, V-8

Cutlass
$995

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

Services
Offered

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

Get Your Home
Ready For Summer!

MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free es
timates 753-1537 or
753-1221

PROFESSIONAL Painters
Inc Total home improve
ment Intenopexterior, &
landscaping Free estimates 753-3315 anytime

1.400DY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete -Free estimates Call
474-2307

Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Vinyl Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring,
Decks, Room Enclosure,
Carport

Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
* Quality Results *
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bobber
759-1247, leave message

MOWING In town only
Good cut trim all objects &
perimeters power blow all
walks, etc 753-0611 be
fore 8pm
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhal.
753-2674

SHEETROCK finishing,
CHIM Chim Chimney
textured ceilings_ Larry
PAINTING
remodeling
Sweeps has 10% senior citiChrisman. 492-8742.
zen discounts. We sell chim- deck and landscape con
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ney caps and screens. struction Free estimate
1978 Ford Fairmont
436-2744
• Removal Insured with full
435-4191.
line of equipment including,
Station Wagon
ANY remodeling painting DAVIDSON Roofing New PAINTING interior and ex- 60ft aerial trucks and brush
302, aeto , air.
$795
& roofing References roofs and repairs Tear offs terior Quality work Over chipper To assure a safer
759-1110
and re-roofs Written guar- 20 years experience Ralph operation at a lower com1979 VW Rabbit
Worley 759-4555
antee
Local references
4 seed
petitive cost Free esti$650
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
753-5812
485
PAINTING-Interior and Ex- mates without obligation
Factory trained by 3 major
810 2 Coldwater Rd.
Day or nee, 753-5484
Auto
manufacturers Most parts DIAL Builders New home terior Free estimates
or See J B Taylor
Parts
in stock on my truck All construction, remodeling, Small repairs Reasonable T C. Dinh Repair
and Main753-9181
work and parts warranted home addition, pole barns rates 753-6844
tenance Electrical - CleanAsk for Andy at The Ap- No job too small, 436-5272 PLUMBING
repairman with ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
pliance Works, 753-2455
DRYWALL, finishing, re- same day service Call Street 753-6111 office,
1985 OLDS Ciera
753-0606 after 5pm
APPLIANCE SERVICE pairs, additions and blow- 436-5255, 437-3034
Brougham loaded, 4-door
Your #1 Car Audio
Kenmore, Westinghouse, ing ceilings 753-4761
489-2710
after
6pm
Professionals Now
Whirlpool 30+ years exLICENSED for electric,
Offers Sales, Ser1985 TRANS AM white, perience Bobby Hopper,
gas, refrigeration Installavice & Installation
red interior
t -top, 436-5848
tion and repair Free estiOn All Brands
753-6705
mates. 753-7203.
A-Z
services
Roofing,
30 yrs. Experience
1987
NISSAN
fencing,
painting,
Pulsar,
plumblow
All factory stereos Repaired
mileage dean Good con- ing, electrical, hauling, tree EXPERIENCED Roofing
New roofs, re-roofs, tear
222 S. 12" 753-5865
dition $5000 753-4422
work, landscaping All aroffs Free estimates
ound handy-man. Free es1988 YUGO, 19xxx miles
474-2021
timates. 436-2868
$1600 753-1376
FENCE sales at Sears
BACKHOE Service - ROY
1989 CROWN Victoria LX
now Call Sears 753-2310
HILL Junior Thorn, operaUsed
for free estimate for your
All factory options One
tor 30 years experience
Cars
owner, local car 753-0504
needs
Septic system, drive-ways,
1972 MERCEDES 240 after 5pm
hauling, foundations, etc GENERAL Repair plumbdiesel Excellent condition
759-4664
ing, roofing, tree work
1991 CAMARO Red TRebuilt engine $3700
436 2642
top, garage kept, extra
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin753-9365
clean 436-5888 before
ishing Basements foot- GUTTERING By Sears
4pm, 753-5651 evenings
1975 FORD Mustang
ings, garages, drives, Sears residential and com753-3259
ALPINE AM/FM Com- walks. 30yrs. experience mercial continuous gutters
1977 FORD LTD Call pact Disc in-dash $399.99. 13yrs. in Murray area installed for your specifica753-2833 or see at 1107 Sunset Boulevard Music. 753-5476 Charles Barnett. tions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
15yr. Anniversary SpeVine
BLUEGRASS Lawn Sercial. Sunset Boulevard
vice
Mowing,
G W CONSTRUCTION,
landmulch,
1979 NISSAN 280ZX An- Music. Dixieland Shopniversary gold loaded I ping Center, Chestnut St. scaping, hauling Free esti- Gerald Walters roofing,
mates 753-1221
painting, vinyl siding. all
owner Excellent condition
753-0113.
kinds of remodeling Phone
753-2915
BOGARD Paving Paving
489-2267.
and sealing driveways and
1980 CADILLAC Sedan
196
parking lots Over 20yrs HADAWAY Construction
DeVille, blue 1 owner
experience Free esti- Home remodeling, paint86,000 actual miles
Vans
mates 436-5501 or ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
haidalli. 753-9240
floor covering No job too
1985 DODGE Caravan. 7 437-4391
1982 2-28 LOADED t'small 436-2052
passenger Approximately
BUILDER, residential
tops 1978 Oldsmobile
200 miles on rebuilt, 2.6 commercial, carpentry HANDYMAN will do plumb2 door Delta 753-0550 or
engine Automatic, cruise, Tripp Williams 753-0563 ing, electric and carpentry
753-5981 after 5pm
alc. Looks and runs excelReasonable rates
1983 BUICK Century. lent. Arizona vehicle, no BULLDOZING and back- 753-9838
354-8161
hoe
after
5pm
rust.
$4950 436-5811
Good condition 753-0997
Financing available
HUDSON Company LandTOYOTA Van Auto1985
1983 OLDS custom wagon
scaping For tree estimates
CARPENTRY,
specializing
overdrive,
matic,
many
ex59xxx miles $1200
in decks fences and ar- call 759-1823, 753-4545 or
tras 66xxx miles $4200
753-9621
bors Also additions and out 753-6773
Mifiray
759-1217
1984 CUTLASS Cierra
buildings Commercial or INSULATION Blown In By
VW
1985
Van
Reduced
Ledger
& Times
Brougham 4-door, p/s, p/b,
residential work Fast, qual- Sears TVA- approved
V 6 auto $2800 759-4059 $3000 753-4573
ity service References Save on those high heating
after 5pm
1990 SUBURBAN GMC. available 759-1424 after and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
Loaded, low mileage. Ex- 5pm
CAR Stereo Installation
cellent condition, One
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
KITCHEN CABINET REMusic Murray's Alpine Car owner 436-2600.
and Cooling Service ComMODELING with wood
Audio Specuilist, Dixieland 65 FORD Van, 6 cylinder, plete installation and sergrain formica, all colors
Camier, 1 blodt from MSU straight shift $350
vice
Call Gary at Free estimates Wulff's Redomes.
753-0062, 753-9714
759-4754
covery, Murray 436-5560
1978 AMC Concord
2 dr, 6 cyl auto
air
$795

530

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No Job to large or to small
474-2300

TREE & Bush removal Intown only Free estimates
quality work good prices
753-0611 before 8pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri 753-0530
WILL do plumbing, painting
and light hauling All guaranteed 753-7953
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also, wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John
WILLIAMS Concrete Service. Low prices, tree estimates 354-9397

FREE kittens Cute and orange 753-8734
FREE to good home 3yr
old registered Chow, female, AKC, champion papers 8mos old registered
Pit Bull pup 759-4525

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (BeNncl Bunny Bread)
753 5940
4
1111.

4
1111

---.441
•

BLON

CALVI

DO 'IC
UNE
DAD 2

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by
CATH

classified department

500
Used
Trucks

'
AN EXCEPTION TO THE RULE!
.lhis truly exceptional home has ill the extras you hase
been looking for, style, location, livability, lovely lot,
master bedroom suite with dressing area and 3 baths A
must to see. Reduced to '127,800. MLS413387

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

II/ •

RANDY NEALE BANN SERVICE
Sewers • Septic Tanks
Hauling • Footing

24 Hr. Emergency Service

489-2470

WYATT Masonary Brick,
block, stone and concrete
Pour small foundations, patios and sidewalks Quality
work at reasonable price
Call anytime 489-2982

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORKING

WORLD OF SOUND

711 Main St.
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1959, F-100. SHORT bed,
canyon red 90% restored.
Rebuilt 6 cylinder, stick
White spoke & radial. Serious inquiries only $1995
0E30. 489-2663
1985 F-150 FORD Truck
302 motor Utility bed
527-1561
1985 GMC. 4x4, 3/4 ton,
P/S, P/B, P/W, air, 4speed
492-8824 after 5pm
1985 SILVERADO Shortwheel haw, black, aluminum wheels $5000
435-4286
1990 CHEVROLET
C 1500 Silverado. loaded
Low miles 753-3632

DAVE S
WINDOW
CLEANING Residential
and commercial Free estimates Many references
753-9873 Dave and Lisa
Godar, owners

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835

1--/ Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work,

Mathis Transmission
Service

sin
Campers

OPg-t
WITH
A TN'
NO OA

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
IP

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

entry Painting o.
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268

Commercial
and
Residential

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Ht. 8. Boa 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Phone
15021759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

Wm. Canty
Rt 4 Box i77A, klumey, Ky. 42071

Travis Trucking
Gravel •Sand •Whiterock .Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, Ky. 42071

502-759-1039

GUITIIMS
Randy Thornton Co.

Seamless
Aluminum Gutters
802 Chestnut St.
-Installed
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30
Hours:
-Repaired
753-8181
-Cleaned

GARF
GARF1
ENJO
GA UN

624 N. 4th St., Murray

1968 AIRSTREAM 30ft
rear bath Awnings allaround
Extra nice
753-0114
1975 18' TRAVEL Trailer
Reece Hitch and Awning
1976 Chevy Suburban
Both for $2800 753-7292

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

520

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers
l'6 Anytime

759-4685

YOUR AD COULD BE HERE!
OnlY$1100
op per Week

Boats
Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condmon with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

APPLIANCE REPAIR

CairMinabis

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
v.ork. chain link fences. Home maintenance

489-2303
call:

7534916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

PEAN

I I-771
NOME
Wilt-71.
SEE IF'

Service.on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

1982 HYDROSPORT Bass
boat 177, ft 150HP Mar
nor Fully equipped -Excel
lent condition 759 9311 at
ter 12 noon

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs-Are Guaranteed

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

Steeleillibritten, Inc.

753-5341 or 753-1270

r•
•
lie
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TODAY IN HISTORY

MONDAY, JULY 15, 1991

LOOKING BACK

Today is Monday, July 15, the 196th day of 1991. There are 169 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty years ago, on July 15, 1971, President Nixon announced he
would visit the People's Republic of China to seek a "normalization of
relations." (Nixon went the following February.)
On this date:
In 1870, Georgia became theAst of the Confederate states to be readmitted to the Union.
In 1964, Sen. Barry Goldwater of Arizona was nominated for president
by the Republican National Convention, meeting in San Francisco.
In 1965, U.S. scientists displayed close-up photographs of Mars taken
by the spacecraft Mariner IV.
In 1975, three American astronauts blasted off aboard an Apollo spaceship hours after two Soviet cosmonauts were launched aboard a Soyuz
spacecraft for a mission that included a linkup of the two ships in space.
In 1976, a 36-hour kidnap ordeal began for 26 schoolchildren and their
bus driver as they were abducted near Chowchilla, Calif., by three gunmen and imprisoned in an underground cell. (All the captives escaped
unharmed.)
In 1978, President Carter, in West Germany for an economic summit,
presided over a "town meeting" during which he fielded questions from
about 1,000 Berliners.
In 1979, President Carter delivered his now-famous "malaise" speech
in which he lamented what he called a "crisis of confidence" in America.
In 1985, doctors at Bethesda Naval Hospital announced that a growth
removed from President Reagan's large intestine was cancerous, but they
expressed optimism that the malignancy had not spread.
Ten years ago: Supreme Court nominee Sandra Day O'Connor met in
Washington with President Reagan and various members of the Senate
Judiciary Committee.
Five years ago: The American League beat the National League 3-2 in
baseball's 57th All-Star Game.
One year ago: Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and visiting West
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl held talks on the issue of a united Germany's membership in NATO. Tens of thousands of people marched in
Moscow to protest the Communist Party's control of the government, the
army and the KGB.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Ken Kercheval is 56. Actor Alex Karras is
56. Actor Jan-Michael Vincent is 47. Singer Linda Ronstadt is 45. Actor
Willie Aames is 31.
Thought for Today: "Love is not enough. It must be the foundation, the
cornerstone — but not the complete structure. It is much too pliable, too
yielding." — Bette Davis, American actress (1908-1989).

Ten years ago
Dr. Woodfin Hutson of Murray,
was named president-elect of Kentucky Dental Association at 121st
annual session at Galt House,
Louisville.
James A. Schwartz has been
named West Kentucky manager of
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society.
Dr. Harry U. Whayne has
returned to his Alma Mater, Murray State University, to be the campus physician.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Thomas Ringstaff, June 24.
Officers of Murray State University Women's Society are Debbie
Wattier, president; Donna Whitfield, vice president; Gail Baust,
secretary; and Wilma Beatty,
treasurer.
Twenty years ago
High winds, driving rains and

hail lashed through Calloway
County and Western Kentucky last
night causing property damage
over a widespread area.
Marilyn Simons, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Chuck Simons, was
named as Miss Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen on July
12. Cindy Colson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cletus Colson, was first
runner-up; Georganna Furgerson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Furgerson, was second runner-up:
Vickie Andrews, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Andrews, was
named Miss Congeniality. The
event was sponsored by Sigma
Department of Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with MurrayCallfoway County Jaycees.
The sale of $12,500 in revenue
bonds for construction has been
appoved by Murray State University Board of Regents at an average

interest rate of slightly more than
seven percent.
Thirty years ago
Marcia Chumbler of Murray
State College was one of 15 finalists in Miss USA Pageant at Miami
Beach, Fla. Sharon Rene Brown,
Miss Louisiana, was crowned Miss
USA.
Brown C. Tucker of Kirksey has
been appointed as historian of
Department of Kentucky for Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Miss Betty Lou Ellis and Harold
G. Beaman were married July 8 at
First Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James A. Allbritten, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Wilson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dayton
Thweatt.
The Rev. Damon London will be
speaker at revival services, July

DEAR ABBY: Last year, my sister gave me a large plastic PLEASE
CALL POLICE banner, which I kept
in the glove compartment of my car.
She said it could be a lifesaver if I
ever had car trouble on the road,
because I could get help without
putting myself in danger by having
to leave my car to seek assistance.
I took my car in for service a
couple of weeks ago and had my
banner folded in the glove compartment. When I went to pick up my car,
the banner was gone.
• When I asked my sister where
she got hers, she said she had sent
for it after reading a letter in your
column from a woman whose car had

TWEE ARE 50 MAW
ci_AvOR5, I CAN'T
HAVE A
DECIDE
1110SY
HOODLATE

Murray Little League All-Stars
beat Paris, Tenn., All-Stars 15-0 in
a baseball game. The Murray battery include Miller, Buchanan and
Wiggins. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Law M. Mobley
and children, Stephen and Elizabeth, of Columbia, S.C.,, will
arrive July 20 for a visit Mrs.
Mobley's parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Hugh M. McElrath.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darnell and
daughter, Linda, are vacationing in
Detroit, Mich.

broken down on a highway as she POLICE banner as a premium
was rushing to the side of her criti- for a $5 contribution to WCIL,
cally ill child. She had placed her and another banner with each
PLEASE CALL POLICE banner over additional $4 contribution.
her windshield,and it took only min- (Many people want two, one for
utes for a state trooper to come to her the windshield and one for the
aid.
rear window.)
I would like to replace that banMake your check or money
ner. Please tell me where I can get order (U.S. funds only; please)
one. I am single and commute 300 payable to WCIL-BANNERS. Almiles every weekend.
low eight weeksfor delivery.The
CHARLOTTE B., Westside Center for Independent
LAS VEGAS, NEV. Living is a not-for-profit organization that helps disabled people
DEAR CHARLOTTE:Write to live independently.
WCIL-BANNERS,P.O.Box 66955,
DEAR ABBY. Please help! My
Los Angeles, Calif. 90066. You
will receive one PLEASE CALL 17-year-old son, who just graduated

BLON DIE
6000

16-23, at Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Forty years ago
The 20th annual meeting of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association was held July
11 with Boone Hill, president,
presiding. Paul Paschall and Lamar
Hendon of Murray are among those
serving as directors of WDFTGA.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
I'M SiZ1,-ING
L.ET'S GET
SOME ICE
CREAM
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JUST COULD(T ‘•
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ram.
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from high school, has been invited to
accompany his girlfriend's family on
a month-long vacation across the
country. As the girl's parents did not
consult me before inviting him, I am
now in the position ofbeing the mean
mom if I refuse to let him go.
As a registered nurse in the obstetrical unit that provides services
for about 100 unwed teen-age girls a
week, I am very much aware of the
dangers of allowing teen-agers to
spend large amounts oftime together
unsupervised. His parents will be
there, but I'm very uncomfortable
about the closeness this kind of vacation will provide.Secondly, we have
a 15-year-old daughter, and I can't
afford to set this kind of precedent
for a similar situation involving her.
And finally, our son has a summer job to pay for his clothes and
books for college .this fall, and a
month's absence would significantly
decrease his contribution to college
financing.
Needless to say, our once-quiet
household is being torn apart by this
situation. Please rush your reply.
-CONCERNED MOM

y

DEAR CONCERNED:Remind
your son that he agreed to work
this summer to help with his
college expenses, so he can forget about accompanying his
girlfriend on her family's vacation trip. And don't be apologetic
when you tell him. His
girlfriend's parents should have
consulted you before inviting
him. At 17, he is still a minor.
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CATHY
NO 04 TO PRoGES5
NO P£RSeECTiVE..
NO INTERPRETATIONS...
No REHASHES...
NO COUNTERPOINT.,.
No REP TALKS

...CATHY 7
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CROSSWORD
ACROSS

WOW
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1 Choose
4 Hebrew letter
6 Public
storehouse
11 Former
UCLA
coach John
13
spite
15 Teutonic
deity
16 Wild asses
of India
18 That man
19 Agave plant
21 Headliner
22 Aroma
24 Articles of
furniture
26 — Benedict
28 Hawaiian
wreath
29 Build
31 Fur-bearing
mammal
33 Selenium
symbol
34 Go by water
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
Yi3yE_,tioNey!CALL US
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YOU SHOULD START EACH
DAY WITH A SMILE

ENJOY LOOKING AT YOUR
GRUMPY FACE EVERY MORNING
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DEAR READER. Lymphocytes

"Dang, that gives me the creeps..
.. I wish she'd
hurry up and scoop that guy
out."
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Clues for toda's crossviord puzzle.
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leukocytosis?

7./5

?Alai

VET

DEAR DR. GOTT: What can you
tell me about lymphocytosis and

v%

zNA

ONE-WEEK VACATION...
WITH Hifil EVER4 DAY.
A THOUSAND EVENTS...
NO ONE TO TELL..

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

and leukocytes are the white blood
cells whose primary role is fighting
infection. Therefore, in the presence
of infection the number of these cells
increases in the bloodstream
Lympcytosis is a lymphocyte count
that exceeds the normal range (3,000
cells per cubic milliliter of blood).
This is commonly seen in viral infections, such as flu and mononucleosis.
Once the infection disappears, so does
the lymphocytosis.
Leukocytosis is a leukocyte count
that is higher than normal (about
10.000 cells per cubic millimeter of
blood). Leukocytosis usually accompanies bacterial infections, such as
strep or staph. When the infection is
brought under control, the leukocyte
count falls to normal
When considering surgery -- for
acute appendicitis. as an example the surgeon is often governed by the
presence or absence of leukocytosis, a
normal leukocyte count usually indicates that the infection is not severe,
whereas an elevated count ordinarily
means an operation is needed
There are non-infectious causes of
lymphocytosis and leukocytosis: For
example,leukemia iblopd cell cancer)
always increases the white blood cell
count. Thus, the white count must be
viewed in the context of the patient's
overall condition. An elderly. healthy
woman with a marked lymphocytosis
is more likely to have a primary blood
disorder, a robust teen-age boy with a
bellyache and a leukocytosts probably
has appendicitis or some other abdominal infection.
DEAR DR GOTT I'm 53 and
haVen't experienced a menstrual cycle in about a year. I'm plagued with
hot flashes. some worse than others
Will they fade in time, or should I go
for the treatment that I can't afford
so I can function better during this inconvenient time"
DEAR READER: You seem to be

experiencing menopause Hot flashes
(due to vascular instability) may be
only part of your symptoms, which
can also include moodiness. emotional swings, vaginal dryness and other
physical changes
There is no hard and fast rule about
how tong the symptoms of menopause
will last Some women are troubled
for a few weeks hf at all), while other
women suffer disabling symptoms for
years
Whether you should see a doctor for
your hot flashes -- or wait them out
- depends on how severe they are
and how long they last In the long
run, you may be better off seeking advice and treatment sooner rather than
later because hormone replacemen
t
will make your life more comfortable
and will retard osteoporosis (the loss
of bone-calcium that plagues many

post -menopausal women )
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Dexter man faces
charges after
3-car accident
Charles Phillips

Homer L. Peal
Funeral rites for Homer L. Peal
were Sunday at 2- p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Johnny Wayne
Stalls officiated and Mrs. Linda
Stalls presented the music.
Pallbearers were Jerry Griffith,
Billy Peal, Donnie Peal, Steve
Peal, Charles Cagle, Terry Cottrell
and Wayne McReynolds.
Burial was in Cuba Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Peal, 92, Rt. 1, Sedalia, died
Thursday at 9:52 p.m. at Clarksville Memorial Hospital, Clarksville,
Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Iva Downs Peal; three daughters,
Mrs. Dorothy Griffith, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs. Virginia Cottrell,
Clarksville, Tenn., and Mrs. Robbie McReynolds, Rt. 1, Mayfield;
four sons, Marcus Peal, Pilot Oak,
Eugene Peal, Rt. 2, Hazel, William
Peal, Rt. 1, Sedalia, and Bobby
Peal, Martin, Tenn.; one brother,
Gilmore Peal, Wingo; 26 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.

E.M.(Red) Carter
-K.M. (Red) Carter, 61. Paris,
Tenn.. died Saturday at Henr,
County Medical Center. Paris.
He was a retired employee of
Midland Brake, Paris, and a member of Temple Baptist Church
there.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Violet Phillips Carter; two daughters, Mrs. Sherry Cooper, Nashville,
Tenn., and Mrs. Tammie Tucker.
Paris, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Elaine Colson, Murray; four
grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Horne, Paris,
Burial was in Shiloh Cemetery
near Paris..a

Stock Market
Report

The funeral for Charles Phillips Donna Gorro, Downers Grove, Ill.;
was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel one son, Charles V. Phillips, Chiof Collier Funeral Home, Benton. cago-, Ill.; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
The Rev. Russell Miller officiated. ,Betty Morgan, Hardin, and Mrs.
Burial is today at 2 p.m. at Melissa Cole, Hornbeak, La.; five
Clarendon Hills Cemetery, West grandchildren; five stepgrandchildren; 11 stepgreat-grandchildrcn.
Mount, Ill.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mr. Phillips, 72, Rt. 5, Benton,
died Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at Bap- Mrs. Marie Baker, Benton, Ill.,
Mrs. Lee Ball, Deerpark, Texas,
tist Hospital, Memphis, Term.
A member of Union Ridge Bap- and Mrs. Lillie Corbet; five
tist Church, he served with the brothers, Kenny Phillips, Chicago,
Marines_ in World War 11 and was.a Buddy Phillips, Round Beach, Fla.,
member of VFW Post 503.
Bill Phillips, Oregon, Hershel PhilSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. lips, DuQuoin, Ill., and Ray PhilEssie Phillips; one daughter, Mrs. lips, Clifton park, Ill.

Luther Suggs
The funeral for Luther Suggs
was Sunday at 4 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Henry Hargis officiated. Judy
Lamb, Carolyn Woods and Lavonia
Rowland were singers.
Pallbearers were Bobby Rowland, Steve Rowland, Todd Adams,
Tommy Adams, Ben Todd, Craig
Thomas, Terry Lee and John
McKelvey.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Suggs, 82, died Thursday at
9 p.m. at his home on Rt. 7,
Murray.
Preceding him in death were his
parents, Charles and Mae Kemp
Suggs, two sisters, Mrs. Lorene
Ferry and Mrs. Nell Noveski, and
two brothers, Forrest Suggs and

Loyd Compton
Services for Loyd Compton were
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. James Simmons
officiated.
Active pallbearers were Bruce
Thomas, Mason Billington, Coffield Vance, Randolph Story, Lilburn Shemwell and Ralph Bogard.
Honorary pallbears were deacons
of Memorial Baptist Church.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Compton, 81. of 607 Broad

GROTON, Conn. (AP) — With
all of the pomp and ceremony two
Industrial Average...............+2.01)
centuries of Navy tradition could
Previous Close...........--...2980.77 ) muster, the USS Kentucky was
'Jr Products
663/4
commissioned into the fleet on
(A.T.C.
Clan A
408 401/2A ; Saturday.
AT&T
383/s - 1/s
Patriotic speeches, martial musBank of Murray
185B
ic,
cannon salutes and mustered
Bell South ..........................48 - Vs
crews in dress-white uniforms set
Briggs & Stratton
343/•unc
against the deep black hull accomChrysler
141/2 - 1/s
panied the ceremonial breaking of
CSX Corp
46 « 3/s
the commissioning pennant and
Dean Foods
44 - 1/4
setting of the first watch.
Dollar Gen. Stores. 161/2B 16s/sA
Exxon
"The USS Kentucky will be the
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Ford
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'Thoroughbred of the Fleet,' as
. General Motors......
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your motto says," said Gov. WalGoodrich
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lace Wilkinson. "And like a thorGoodyear.
.....
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oughbred, you will be strong, swift
1.11.N1
991/2 4- 1/8
and courageous. Today, we offiIngersoll Rand
51s/s + 3/8
cially
send the USS Kentucky forth
K-Mart
471is 3/4
as the guardian of our liberty."
Ky. Utilities...................... 221/2unc
The ceremony was dampened by
Kroger ........................ 2.37/1 + 1/4
intermittent
showers and a cool
LG & E Energies
403/4 - 1/4
wind blowing off the Thames Rivt McDonalds
33 1/s '
er, but Capt. Michael Riegel said
( IC. Penney
473/4
t,Quaker Oats
647/1 - Vs
some sailors consider rain a lucky
Sears
361/4 + 1/4
omen for ships.
Snap-on Tools
3
4 - 1/2
32/
Riegel noted that rain has
Texaco
631/2 - 1/4
accompanied every significant
t Time Warner
88Vs • ls/s
event in the six-year history of the
1ST
461/4unc
Kentucky, including its christening
"al-Mart
465/1 • Vs
last year. The Kentucky, he said,
V‘ oolsorth
303/4unc
"should be the luckiest ship there
( C.E.F. Yield ...............
..... 5.23
ever was."
Additional Information Available
She is already among the largest
Upon Request.
of her type ever built.
At 560 feet long, she is more
than 100 feet longer than her Naval
414 Main St.
namesake, the turn-of-the century
Murray, Ky
battleship USS Kentucky. Displac753-3366
ing 18,700 tons submerged, she is
almost twice as heavy.
Her complement of 24 Trident II
D-5 missiles carry more destructive
force than all of the bombs dropped
during all of World War II.
Her two crews of 160 men each
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lined
the curved decks in the pelt.....----you.
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.
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Roy Suggs.
Survivors arc his wife, -Mrs.
Odell Todd Suggs, to whom he was
married on April 23, 1932; two
daughters, Ms. Hilda Rowland,
Indianapolis, Ind., and Mrs. Lilly
Adams and husband, Tom, Sugar
Grove, Ill.; one sister, Mrs. Sue
Phelps, New Boston, Mich.; one
brother, Bryan Suggs, Phoenix,
Ariz.; five grandchildren, Steve
Rowland and wife, Charlotte, Bobby Rowland and wife, Melissa,
Mrs. Barbara Lee and husband,
Terry, Todd Adams and wife,
Debborah, and Tommy Adams and
wife, Karen; six greatgrandchildren, Amanda Rowland,
Brad Rowland, Tresa Lee, Stacy
Lee, Renae Rowland and Michelle
Rowland.

St., Murray, died Thursday at
10:05 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Etna Compton, Murray; two
nieces, Mrs. Myrtle Stewart and
husband, Joe Hal, Memphis, Term.,
and Mrs. Nancy Hale and husband;
Dan, Murray; three nephews, James
Compton and wife, Henryetta,
Kevil, John Compton and wife,
Betty, Murray, and Thomas Goodrich and wife, Cynthia, Almo.

Navy holds commissioning ceremony

Prices as of 9 a.m.

A Dexter man was arrested
Saturday and charged with DUI
and first degree wanton endangerment after a three-car accident,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
John E. Miles, 24, of Dexter,
was also cited for expired-registration and no insurance after his car
reportedly struck another vehicle
from behind at the intersection of
12th and Main around 9:08 p.m.,
police said.
Police said Miles was northbound on 12th Street when he
struck another car driven by Larry
N. Woodruff, 34, of Rt. 3, Benton,
who was also northbound. Woodruff's car travelled forward after
the impact, striking a third car and
boat trailer driven by Jerry Collins
Jones, 39, of Mayfield, police said.
Kimberly Woodruff, 7, a passenger in the Woodruff vehicle, suffered possible minor head and neck
injuries and was transported to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
police said.
No other injuries were reported.
Miles was lodged in the Calloway County Jail.

other will be aboard as the boat
spends most of the next three
decades submerged, waiting to fulfill its mission.
Despite her destructive power,
speakers at the commissioning
ceremony emphasized the peaceful
role of nuclear deterrence of the
Kentucky.
U.S. Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky.,
a member of the House Armed Services Committee, said a resolve to
use force makes the defense of
peace easier.
But mostly, the day was a celebration of things Kentuckian, from
the ship and its crew of adopted
Kentuckians to the hundreds of
natives who endured the weather to
watch the ceremony.
"We gather today to entrust to
the care of the United States Navy
the latest addition to the fleet, the
USS Kentucky,' Hopkins said. "As
kentuckians, we do so with a deep
sense of pride and with confidence
that this ship and her crew will live
up to the high standards of patriotism and courage synonymous with
the name of the commonwealth that
she carries."

CCFR respond
to 2 field fires
The Calloway County Fire &
Rescue Squad- responded to two
field fires over the weekend,
according to reports.
The first, on Sunday near the
Dexter Pentcostal Church on Kentucky 1824, burned about one half
acre before being extinguished. The
fire began at a tree but the cause is
undetermined, according in information officer Mike Sykes.
Another fire burned about one
acre of land owned by Ricky
McKinney off the Bethel Church
Road before being extinguished.
Firemen were at each scene for
about one hour, Sykes said.

Kentucky State
Police PoSt I
issues report
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On Thursday evening, July 11, four new members were initiated into
the Murray Civitan Club by Civitan Wayne Williams. Pictured are:
Ckitan President Rowena Emerson at podium; in the rear the new
members are Mike Jones, Melodie Jones, Billy Pritchard, Marilyn
Pritchard and Williams. Relmon Wilson presented tentative plans for
the Civitan Concession Booth at the Calloway County Fair. Silver
Dollar persons were Audie Mae Nix and Adeline Wilson.

Reenactment of first Scout encampment
planned for July 26-28 at Museum cancelled
A re-enactment of the first Scout
encampment on England's Brownsea Island 84 years ago that was
planned for July 26-28 at the
National Scouting Museum at Murray State University has been
cancelled.
Scoutmaster Carl Kumette and
his Scouts from Troop 154 in
Ashalnd, Ky., had been prepared to
turn the pages of time back to the
expedition led by Lord Robert
Baden-Powell to the island in
Poole Harbor from July 29 to Aug.
9, 1907. Kurnette, who was on the
Brownsea Island Re-enactment
staff at the 1989 National Scouting
Jamboree, has moved out of state

and members of the troop felt staging the re-enactment without him
was not feasible, museum curator
Linda Homer said.
The troop conducted a reenactment of the encampment last
summer at the museum.

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

Call me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance

Lindy T. Smiler

211 S. 12th St.

753-3415

tyro gleat
When was the last time .4
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you had a really great piece of meat.
AdELisA
Quality &
Service are #1
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HOG MARKET

Dixieland Center

I-II

753-MEAT

Federal-Siate Market News Service July 15, 1991 Ken
acky Purchaw Area hog Market Report Includes 4
Buiing Stations Rmeipis: Act 338,FiL375 Barrows& Gins
steady, Sows .50480 higher.
US 1-2 230-250 Ihs
--SP-0442-5S
US 1.2 210-230 lbs.__
S49 OCSI.S9
US 2-3 230-260 lbs
US 3-4260-270 Ls
55430-5150

Sows

US 1-2 270-350 bs US 1-3 300-400 lb:
US 1-3 408-525 lbs
LS 1-3 525 and up..-....
LS 2-3 300-500 lbs
Roars St32.548-34.50

S35.00-3800
53'0I.3700
S14.00-37.00
W43&00
--S34.00-35.00
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SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
k• KENTUCKY C481107 FOR KAM RESOURCES
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Lunch Buffet
$599
for

2

cf'
NC's
4:ks!

All You-Can Eat Pizza
and Bonsai Buffets
Lunch 11-2 Daily

Try •
Our New

Pan
Perfect
Pizza

Dinner Buffet

12" One Topping

2 for

Only

$699

$699

Dinner 5430 p.m-

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning

See
Preston
Barrett

CIVITAN1 ,

The Kentucky State Police at
Mayfield's Post 1 opened a total of
51 criminal cases for the week of
July 7-13, according to a weekly
report issued by the post.
The post also made 21 criminal
arrests, responded to 24 auto accidents, answered 163 complaints
and made 28 DUI arrests, according to the report.
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Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.

New members initiated

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Good That 711S/91
dram

Good Thru 7/18,'91

DINE-IN, PICKUP, FREE DELIVERY

—1984 GMC Pickup Truck
V-8, automatic, air, Michelin
tires, very nice'
641 South

s59900
753-2617

,131a1ock-Co1eman
Funeral Horne, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
South Fourth St.

753-680y

1
----.--,--www•••••••••10111109.91=7".

-

—Must Present Coupon When Ordering—

Chestnut St.

753-6656
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